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IDSTORICAL SKE.TCH 

The Egyptians, "a club for the discussion of scientific, religious, 
economic, and other topics pertaining to the welfare, culture and 
happiness of the people," was organized at a meeting of fifteen 
men held in the home of the late A. S. Caldwell on June 21, 1913. 
These men had been meeting as an unorganized group since 1911. 
The fifteen founders were: Charles N. Burch, A. S. Caldwell, J. 
B. Cannon, Elias Gates, Charles J. Haase, E. M . Markham, C. P. J . 
Mooney, Sanford Morison, J. Craik Morris, A. B. Pittman, J. W. 
Rowlett, A. Y. Scott, Bolton Smith, B. F. Turner and J. C. Wilson. 

Before the organization was completed, fifteen others were en
rolled as charter members, namely: Albert W. Biggs, E. C. Ellett, 
W. H . Fjneshriber, J. R. Flippin, Thomas F. Gailor, Marcus 
Haase, Herman Katz, James P. Kranz, Walter Malone, R. B. 
Maury, H. Dent Minor, A. E. Morgan, Israel Peres, Alfred H . 
Stone and Luke E. Wright. 

The name chosen for the organization was proposed by W. H . 
Fineshriber. The fact that ancient Memphis was in Egypt sug
gested the name. The by-laws stated that the membership should 
"consist of not more than thirty-three men of recognized standing, 
ability and influence in Memphis and Shelby County, Tennessee." 
It was further stated that members were to present their con
tributions in the form of papers and that all papers were to be 
issued in printed form. This clause has resulted in the largest and 
most significant literary production of a general nature ever 
made by any group of Memphians. 

From the beginning, The Egyptians were guarded against in
ternal friction by a constitutional provision that "no resolution 
shall ever be passed committing the club as a body to any proposi
tion." The club is unique in the unwritten law that its name is 
not to appear in the press in any connection. 
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GROWING OW 

By WESLEY HALLIBURTON 

(Read at a meeting of "THE EGYPTIANs," October 20, 1955) 

My theme shall be "Growing Old and its Compensa
tions," and I shall take for my "text" a more or less original 
poem, to-wit: 

'Tis sweet to live 
But oh! how bitter 
To shuffle off 
In Life's full glitter. 

This poem is not exactly a Lyric, but it makes a state
ment that I shall undertake to develop. 

Ecclesiastes 12 : 1 has this to say : 

"Remember now thy creator in the days of thy youth, 
while the evil days come not. Nor the years draw nigh when 
thou shalt say I have no pleasure in them." 

And again, Psalms 90: 10: 

"The days of our years are threescore years and ten, and 
if by reason of strength they be fourscore, yet is their strength, 
labor and sorrow,---." 

I shall not ponder the inconsistencies of these old Bib
lical writers. They warn us against these evil "eighties," when 
Methuselah lived over nine hundred years. 

I shall consider the Arts of growing old and attempt to 
emphasize what I believe to be true, that these days need 
not be evil days nor filled with sorrow, and that these state
ments made by the old Biblical pessimists have disturbed 
those of the Christian and Jewish faiths who are approaching 
senescence, and made them fearful that evil will descend 
upon them as they stumble into the ruins of old age. 
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It may be naive in me and out of character to under
take such a paper as I am to read to you tonight. While I 
am looking squarely at the subject with the benefit of al
most a score of experiencing years, I am without the benefit 
of philosophy or theology or medicine or even literary training 

to shape my thoughts. I am like Mark Twain in reverse : I 

may have the tune but not the words. I shall, nevertheless, 

present to you a medley of thoughts built around the subject 

of old age, which becomes more vital to all of us as the days 

of our years pass. I must also say by way of preface, that this 

discussion will be intimate and frequently personal. 

Life begins as a frolic. We make our start in life with 

abounding youth, and are smug with energy and appetite and 

our father's car. We rush into maturity, delightfully uncon

scious of whither we are bound, or that nerves and aches and 

pills and responsibilities are soon in the offing. Yes, I have 

been over the route, and I know. I'm now taking pills and 

bicarbonates and am making sly glances at a walking cane. 

Old age! When does it begin? 

A lecturer was invited to speak on "Modern History," but 

was not told when modern history began. So there may be 

some doubt as to when old age begins. 

Roger Bacon acknowledged himself to be an old man at 

53; Sir Walter Scott lamented his years at 52 ; Dante regretted 

at 45; Montague quarreled with Father Time at 38; Dr. 

Johnson felt the evil days approaching at 35, and Richard, my 

son, - but listen. In a letter from Princeton to his parents on 

his 21 st birthday, he was taking a dim view of life. H e wrote, 

"Tonight I feel like Conrad in quest of his youth. Nine more 

years and I'll be thirty and the last vestige of youth will be 

gone." 
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Some one with smiling wrinkles in his face put it this 
way. "You are definitely getting old when you find yourself 
giving good advice instead of setting a bad example." Not
withstanding the differences as to "time when," the best au
thorities place it between 65 and 70. Anyway, if you live long 
enough, old age will surely overtake you. 

R egardless of definition, old age is rela tive. To a mathe
matical mind, it has the quality of a variable that admits of 
many values. However the writers on old age must mirror the 
time in which they live and must speak its idiom. We can 
evaluate old age in endeavoring to determine if its days are 
evil, only by looking a t those about us now and not those who 
have been buried for centuries. 

Cicero's essay, DE SENECTUTE is a classic. I have read 
it and found it interesting. But Mr. Cicero, in the complacen
cy of h is 62 years, writes pretentious portraits of the Roman 
aged, which, without the benefit of experience and the feel 
of old age, are out of focus. M oreover, America is a brave new 
world, freed from old conventions, and must be measured by 
new standards. So I shall not use ancient history nor look 
backward beyond one generation. The thoughts that I wish 
to put into this paper concerning old age are those of one who 
is your contemporary and who is well past the fateful fore
score years which I claim are experiencing. 

Stressed in the social philosophy of our immediate age, 
and in a big way, is the idea that one must retire somewhere 
along the last lap. It is based on the principle that a stable 
society cannot be maintained while old men work and young 
men play, and, indeed, this is true. T oo often though, before 
one's experiencing years are upon him, the word "retirement" 
acts as a kind of sedative, suggesting a "R ocked in the Cradle 
of the Deep" time when one expects to do noth ing the 
easiest way. 
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There should be no such thing as retirement except to go 
to bed to sleep and rest and build up energy for another day. 
This does not mean that a man should continue at his daily 
task into the years until he becomes sere and withered and 
must be sprayed every clay. Old age must be green to be 
enjoyed. False teeth, hearing aids and spectacles lead some 
men into believing they are reconditioned and as good as new. 
Old men cannot be reconditioned. 

Some who have worked hard VISion retirement happily, 
as a time with nothing to do, but it is wistful thinking to 
believe that you can go fishing a little every day and spend 
the remaining hours in a rocking chair with epic lassitude. 
The man who rejoiced over his discovery that he had been 
working too hard until he discovered laziness and then al
lowed himself to become stranded on a davenport, will soon be 
looking for an antidote to laziness. Idleness is a bad thing at 
any stage of the life of man ; in old age it is catastrophic. It is 
the principal cause of "second childhood." At the approach 
of old age, one should begin to relieve his ship of cargo: 
ambitions, accumulated prejudices and his armor, for he has 
no further need for combat. Thus relieved, one can begin to 
live comfortably and meditatively and feel a sense of lib
eration. 

The most rewarding old age is that which has its foun
dation well laid in earlier years. Cathrine Drinkard Bowen 
says, "A man at 80 finds himself reaping a harvest or a whirl
wind, depending on how he spent his forties and his thirties 
and his twenties." But I would add, "If it's a whirlwind he 
reaps, he doesn't usually reach 80. 

Havelock Ellis says, "All the art in living lies in the fine 
mingling of holding on and letting go," and surely the man 
who gives no consideration throughout his laboring years until 
the time comes to " let go," will have a rough road till the end. 
One cannot be a successful doctor without studying medicine, 
nor can he be a maestro without much practice. Why then 
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should he be prepared to play his retirement act without 
some preparation during his approaching years? H e would 
certainly be a ham actor. 

Correlated with the idea of retirement is the idea of a 
"hobby." Till yet, we have not integrated these two ideas 
very well. Ask the average man who is approaching the " let
ting go" period what h e is going to do, the usual answer is, 
"Well, I'm going to catch up on my fishing." He will find it 
doesn't take very long to do that, and then what is he going 
to do. 

As for a hobby, such things are for the rela tively young 
or for weekends or longer vacation periods of golf or fishing 
or hunting or motoring or reading, according to one's likes, 
instead of frittering these spare periods of time away. When 
one has retired a new order of life should have gradually 
developed that has a h igher meaning than the word "hobby" 
implies. 

The Zin Buddhists believe that enlightenment comes, not 
from reading books and metaphysical speculations, but from 
disciplined meditation, when sudden flashes of revelations 
come. Conaro says, "A man may grow learned by other men's 
thoughts, he will grow wise only by his own," and one needs 
to be wise to cope with old age. One can meditate success
fully only with one's own thoughts, and we do more meditat

ing as we advance in years-and grow wiser. We accumulate 

too much undigested knowledge as we rush along in active 

life, and old age is the time we digest it. Old Bossy grazes all 

day on the green pastures and lies down at eventide calmly 

to chew her cud-and meditate. 

M editation depends on one's ability to concentrate. To 

sit idly and look out the window and see a thousand things 

and think a thousand things only frazzles the nerves and has 
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no kinship with meditation. Meditation is the deep freeze 
that keeps those of us that stand at the brink from "spoiling." 
We are "ripe," and meditation is the preseiving process. 

A bit of stoicism enables one to accept denials without 
fretting too much, but one should guard against too great a 
habit of being impassive or insensitive to outward things. 
Solitude is a part of old age. Powys says, "If a solitary man 
can't adjust himself to being alone, he will devour himself 
and his brain will crack." Meditation covers a wide field, and 
it is the only hope for overcoming prolonged loneliness. 

We shall now call upon some witnesses who have lived 
through "experiencing" years and who are or were seeing the 
same world from the same point of vantage as we Egyptians, 
to prove that our Biblical preacher and the old Psalmist are 
guilty of perpetuating an evil spell on all who read their 
doleful words. Mr. Binford, our moving picture censor, and 
himself a good witness, should have purged Ecclesiastes and 
the Psalms of these evil verses. 

Consider the men you know who have recently passed on 
or who have reached into the twilight of life. We do not have 
to seek our case histories among the ancient Chinese or the 
less ancient Romans. We can find an ample number of good 
witnesses right here in Memphis, men who are in the same 
social and intellectual circles as we Egyptians. They speak 
our language and think our thoughts. Many essays may be 
written about old age which have fundamental differences 
depending on the social and financial conditions under which 
the various groups lived their lives. One essay cannot be all
inclusive unless it be a master volume. 

We will start with Bishop Gailor, a charter member of 
the Egyptians and now on its honor roll. H e was high and 
mighty in his church and maintained his leadership and use
fulness and his good health to the end of his years. H e is a 
good witness. 
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Then there is the great humanitarian, Mr. Mooney, also 
a charter member, who was mellowed by his observations of 
and meditations over the ambitions and frailties of his fellow 
man. These made him a great editor, and he will make a 

good witness. 

Then there is the late and versatile Mr. Crump, who 
lived well and happily into these years when our guide Book 

says, "I have no pleasure in them." H~ was a witnes~ to the 
building of his own monument-the City of Memphis. I am 

sure he would make a good witness. 

Then there was my late brother, the Rev. Garland Halli

burton, who, in his retirement, became all things to all people 
in his village home : fa ther confessor, teacher, preacher, arbi
ter and grower of flowers. H e enjoyed good health till after 91. 
He is a good witness that old age has its compensations. 

Then there is the zestful Judge Camille K elly, who loved 
the bad boys and thrilled, during her last days, over the pro
duction of a movie based on her life's work; and our recently 
deceased honorary member, Mr. Alfred Stone, from down in 
Mississippi, who enjoyed his latter years more than his middle 
span; and Mr. Lemaster, Sr., meditating long ove~ industrial 
M emphis and watching it grow ; and Judge Heiskell, who 

dignified the Bench and loved his cottage home and me~i
tated much sitting on his front porch ; and W. J. Abston with 
his cotton business and his big plantations, but who had rather 
fish than work at any stage of life ; and Hard wig Peres, ever 
alive and alert even into his nineties, and on and on and on. 
I knew them all and they were comfortable and undisturbed 
old men and found compensation a plenty during these "evil 

days." 

And among the living, there are many on whom I can 
call to the witness stand and get testimony against these evil 

verses. 
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I would name first our revered Dr. Diehl. Even with his 
present infirmities, he is wise, smiling and an interesting wit
ness and has had many compensating years. He can close his 
dimming eyes and behold the glory of h is monument-South-· 
western at Memphis-an honor to architectural beauty and 
a monument to Christian education. Dr. Diehl is on my side. 

Then there is Aaron Burrow, who has more than four
score years behind him. H e has built his monument-the 
crowning jewel of the Southwestern group-T he Burrow Li
brary, and h is yet active and usefu l and is a good witness. 

Then there is my neighbor, John Flippin, who stepped 
ou_t of commerce and now concerns himself, among other 
thmgs, wi th the Old Men's Home and the M ethodist Hospital 
and with his own delightful home and flower garden. He is 
my friend, and I know he is a good witness. 

Then there is E. 0. Bailey and Rowlett Paine and George 
Pers?n who recently together rated a full page of the Feature 
s_ectwn of our Sunday's COMMERCIAL APPEAL, extolling their 
VIrtues a long wi th their old age. All are good ci tizens who 
have ? iven of themselves unselfishly to the developm~nt of 
the City of M emphis. Each one is a good witness. 

Then there is among our membership Mr. H erstein, the 
wise old man, and Charles G. Henry, who put oleomargarine 
on our tables, and Hodges Honnoll who loves to see the wheels 
of travel go round, who are all good witnesses. And on the 
outside we find such men as W. R. King and Clarence Ogilvie 
and George R andolph and W. I . Moody and many, many, 
many others, who have spent active lives and now have rea
sons to stand back and look upon their activities with satisfac~ 
tion, and who find pleasant ways to pass their remaining days. 
All are good witnesses. 

Then there is the serene and lovable Mary G. Hutchison, 
well past the fourscore years, with her splendid monument
The Hutchison School for Girls- to meditate over. After a 
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life well spent educating the young girls of M emp?is for .~ 
generation and a half, in boo s and in cultur~. and m Chns~ 
tian attitude, she has retired to a ~~aceful and ·cpntent~d olg 
age while the Hutchison School ~o~s on. She is a ?ood Witness. 

Then there is my prize witnes!r-"Tah," .. sometimes called 
Miss Callie P. Gates of Jackson, T ennessee, who devoted her 
entire active life to the educat~on of youth, anq who has li:'ed 
past the century mark in years. She says, '_'I spend much ~1me 
in meditation, especially on pleasant thmgs. O ld age IS · ~ 
good time of life to me, a _ gr~at peace. after heavy ~espons1~ 
bilities of middle age." Th1s hhe la dy Is a perfect witness. I 

Then-a bit in contrast-the~e is the old. lady at White~ 
haven who frequently just walks in a bus, takes h er seat and 
rides to town and back only for the ride. She pays no fare 
nor is asked to pay-Compensation? 

Then there is our blind, black, Handy with his savage 
African origin, who has an ear attuned to music d~ffererU 
from white man's music, from which he evolved mus1c sym
bolic of the troubled life his race has led-:his moaning 
"Blues" with their haunting rhythm. I am sure-he is sustained 
by the adulation he has received in his late years_- Handy wil_l 
make a good witness. 

Then there is Wesley Halliburton, if I may become per
sonal. He should make a good witness having lived well be<
yond the allotted span of fourscore years and still finds life 
good. Where along this path was life the finest? He will deny 
the sad pronouncements of the Biblical preacher and the dour 
Psalmist tha t the ripe fruit of old age is crab apples and sour 

grapes. 

It has been about fifteen years that I have been expe
riencing old age and retirement. I retired with a well groomed 
hobby-horse champing at the bit, ready and willing to go. I 
had already ridden him to Europe, on conventional trips, sev:
eral times and over much of the Western hemisphere. Now I 
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was ready to see the world in a leisurely manner and enjoy its 
classic landscapes and its cultural spots, along with, perhaps, 
iome of its cultural night spots. 

World War II barred European travel a t this time, so 
my wife and I spent six winters in the desert Southwest and 
the summers in green and cooler places. Now that Europe 
was safe again, we planned to spend the winter of '49 and '50 
in Egypt. The plans of mice and men "gang aft aglee." That 
fall, my wife fell and broke her hip while visiting, with 
friends, the M emphis Museum. This tragedy consigned her to 
live forever in a smaller world-her home, and her Pegasus 
became her wheel chair. Alas! Poor hobby-horses! For she 
would have r idden with me. 

It is difficult to understand the ironies of fate. Surely our 
sins had not been so great as to deserve this punishment. Even 
so there seems to be a purpose in everything that becomes 
one's fate. There is no doubt that we became better souls 
during the nearly six years that I sat, much of the time, beside 
my broken wife 's bedside. A quality of grace and love and 
charity developed in us that would never have been aroused 
had we spent these years in cultural and refined, but perhaps 
Pagan travel over the choice spots of the earth. 

But listen! The provender we had gradually laid away for 
this period of our lives was not wasted. We found that sheep 
and cows would eat our hay, and that the hobby-horses were 
not indispensable. T he essential thing was the provender 
tha t we had stored during the active period of our lives. 

And of what does this provender consist? It is not corn 
and oats and alfalfa hay, substantial though they are. It is not 
fishing tackle nor golf clubs nor a convertible auto. It is a 
m ental attitude that we built up by a conscious consideration 
of things to come during these developing years; a timely 
realization in these earlier years that peace in old age must 
come largeiy frorri within. If this attitude is acquired, this 
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f mind will adapt itself to the exigenc· s of any situa-
state o f h p or a cow . d "]] enable one to swap a horse or a s ee tiOn an WI 
f a hobby if one must have a hobby. 
or . I 

. then "Where along the trail o ' -To answer the question ' I 
. h I f nd life the finest?" l can frank y --· eighty-fiVe years ave ou 

"The last fifteen of them." say, 

We shall now take a more impersonal view of these 
D Saints" for they really do approach nearest tl) 

"Latter ay ' . - d" t" one 
. "f" f Saints After con~nderabie me Ita mg, the Sigm ICance 0 0 • I ld acre 

. s that the higher order of compensatiOns or o o 
?Isfcove~ in that other life which, too often, lies smothered an~ 
IS oun th . . 1 ne These com-. earlier years-- e spmtua 0 · · forgotten m our h . 

. be epitomized in a series of ap . onsms. pensatiOns may -

M of these aphorisms have more or less the same 
any . nd to sum them all up and take the average', · -deeper meanmg, a . ood rttle -
. them thus "If you have bee a g . - I · · one might express ' . fte~ 

b d learned your lessons, you Will be happy ever a - - -
oy an . I hi . t learn· the lessons. d " Please note the essentia t ng Is o . . -' 

war s. h . s do give one a broader view of the subjeCt; These ap onsm 1 
I · old age Here are some o . and do afford the greatest so ace m . . 

them. 

When old men retire without reservation, . they can shed, 

their feeling of responsibility and acquiesce, With composurek, 
For them to wor in the fact that there are others to carry on. . 

overlong, is to become conscious tha t they are usurpers. 

With old age, passions an lusts and ambitions for a 

place in the sun have abated, nor does it mou 
physical strength. 

he passing of 

With old arre men become more "udicial a d benevolent, 
and with their ~istil e know e ge, hich is wisdom, they can 

. • c •c d h ha g·1 g verities 0 1 he. better understan t e unc n 



Old age is manifestly nearer the truth than middl 
and t th · · h 1 · e age, 

ru ·IS t e u tlmate goal of wisdom. It develops spiritual 
h~nesty and untangles repressions and conflicts. It adjusts its 
;pew of ~en. and things, a~d .these views assume proportions 
more nearly .the truth. 

. Old age is a retirement from the restive individualism of 
middle age. It becomes conscious of humanity and that 't . 
a part f h . . d I IS 

. o " umamty, an sees in humanity the harvest of all 
thmgs of the past and ponders tl:lem. 

. O ld ~ge perceives, in ~he ~easeless turmoil, but the rest
Jess .. end~avo:, of man to produce a higher o~der of life, and 
~elights I,n his perception. 

. Old age · ~as memories which youth cannot have and 
~Ith th~U:· t?e power of reminiscence. The fleeing Sodomite; 
~ere enJ o~n.ed ?ot to look back, but to old men, n~thing is so 
~me as meditatmg over happy e"pisodes of the past. 

Old " h . ·. · 
. ' . . . . . ag~ as .. also the reverse . of remmiscence, the blessed 
rowel, of,forgetfuln~ss, which sifts from one's memory many 

;?f the unple~sant episodes of the past. 

;; O.ld age is .. Jess concerned with trifles, and sees the futilit 
o~ vamty. Walt Mason puts it, "There is no light in anybody'~ 
wmdow for the old man with dyed whiskers." 

'i . A rathe'r inclusive aphorism comes from our "H b " 
.'lOne o' d b ' h" ' am one. 
. . e . es t mgs bout gittin' ole is you larns how few 

.tlungs ·meh m uch diff'unce !" · 

These are a few of the aphorisms and while th . . ey are not 
. yery . exCitmg they do reflect more the spiritual side of the 
_.~olaces of o)~ age, and to the contemplative mind these truths 
are a great source of contentment. 

., Ellis - ~arker Butler says, "The greatest satisfactions are 
~early a ll on the outward side of life. At age 20 l"f 

· · f · h · · . , my I e was 
a evens a~venture; at thirty it was a ' p~oblem. at 40 it 
labor and t 50 · · . ' ' was a ' It was a JOyful JOurney just begun." 
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Elmer Davis is not hopeful as old age approaches. "But 
no matter how long I may last," he says, "I am not persuaded . 
that the best is yet to be." Well, maybe Elmer will grow wise!' 
as he grows older. · 

Most of us are afraid of old age and do not like to think 
of it in our earlier years. The result is a feeling of apprehen
sion as old age approaches. This creates a pervading pessimism 
that is more deadly than disease. This is too bad. · 

A provocative thought came to me in the development 
of this paper. I have done a good bit of reading and meditat
ing about the subject of old age, and it is becoming a kind of 
personality I'm thinking about. By the exercise of the power 
to form mental images, I am becoming able to invest old age 
with personality. It has taken the form of a likeable old man 
with flowing grey beard and can-ying a walking cane and 
takes long walks with me. 

I'm trying this unique experiment and feel that I am 
making a friend of him. I am finding him to be genial and 
an optimist, and I like the feel of his presence. In some way 
he communicates with me, and I listen. An unimaginative 
person to whom I made the suggestion of cultivating this 
"friend" and making him like you as you would your wife, 
countered with, " If you fail with your wife, you can kill her, 
but you can't kill this old man." 

In due course all living things stop growing, show sign~ 
of aging, and ultimately die. So the end of the old man is 
death. Youth has no developed consciousness of death. Middle 
age finds death an unhappy thought and does not like to 
contemplate it. He has learned to love life. Since death, in 
old age, threatens every hour, old age accepts it as a natural 
order of life and is less concerned. He feels the bands that hold 
him to this life weakening, the purposes for living growing 
less, and the spiritual side of his being on the ascendency, 
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and at the end he should pass quietly away as does the ripe 
fruit drop from the tree. Death should not be a fearsome 

thing. 

It is a sad commentary of human behavior that such a 
small percentage of men live to enjoy the virtues and rewards 
of old age and must therefore undergo the tragic ordeal of 
death at the time they most dread it and most desire to live. 
This is the time when their seasoned experiences are most 
useful to the world. 

Seneca wrote, "Man does not die, he kills himself." I 
would amend this thought into, "Young men kill themselves, 
only old men die." 

It is the fate of men who have lived full long to die. 
It should also be the fate of papers read before the Egyptians 
to die. Often both carry on too long. So I shall bring this one 
to an end on my last personal note. 

At well past 85, I am standing on the brink and am look
ing both ways, conscious of the experiences of the past while 
meditating over what stands ahead, though the time for medi
tating may not be too long. 

I have been a mildly rugged individualist. In most of my 
business life, I have played a lone hand. I have worked for no 
one and few have wor ed for me. My contacts with my fellow 
man have, therefore, been rather meager and rarely very inti
mate. I do not know much of what they think concerning 
what happens after physical dissolution, and I rarely ever dis
cuss my own views. I am franker in this paper than I have 
ever been and would not present some of these thoughts to 
any other group but you Egyptians, with whom I have had 
long and pleasant associations. This may be my last paper to 
be read before you. 85 plus 4, the time for another one, is 
an equation I am unable to solve. 
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I have grown up in a Protestant, Christian environment, 
but am not a member of any organized church. I have hear(\ 
only the teaching of the Bible on rules of conduct in this life 
and for hope in the life hereafter. I have read not at all o~ 
the subject of the ultimate destiny of man. No writer knows 
the answer and as Balzac says, "Mankind does not need to be 
instructed how to doubt." My views are my own, simple an(i 
naive though they may be. The past is irrevocable. For the 
short end of my life I have no fears. When the curtain fall~, I 
can say "Life was a good show." When my heart makes iu 
last pulsation and the silver cord is broken, I shall kn?w then 
what awaits me and not till then. I hope there awaits me a 
long, long voyage into a new world, for I am sure my SOt}l 

will love to travel 

"For these reasons, Scipio, my old age sits light upon me." 

Fini~. 
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GOVERNMENT ACREAGE CONTROLS 

By CHAS. G. HENRY 

(Read at a meeting of " THE EGYPTIANS," 

December 15th, 1955) 

Only a very few of this Club are directly affected by the 
acreage control laws, but the price support legislation of 
which they are a part is of extreme importance to everyone, 
and it is a live and controversial subject. 

Government control of acreage sounds like real social
ism. These controls, however, are not edicts of government, 
but have been voted by the producers of the crops controlled . 
The government is simply carrying out the mandate of the 
producers. 

Most of us in agriculture feel that government has 
specific responsibilities in areas when individuals cannot per
form. Two or three million cotton growers who asked for the 
control program, and obey it, cannot direct it themselves ; so 
the government does it for them. In my opinion this is the 
exact opposite of socialism. No one seems to know exactly 
what socialism means and none of us like the name, but we 
cannot always identify it. We accept public schools, public 
parks, old age pensions, social security and many other activi
ties which some folks call socialism. 

Farmers learned long ago by experience that agricul
tural plans and controls could only be directed by govern
ment agencies. 

Between 1920 and 1930 agriculture was in a desperate 
condition. In 1928 when H erbert H oover was elected Presi
dent, the principal issue in the campaign was " R elief for 
A griculture" although the economy generally was booming. 

His first act was to create the Federal Farm Board com
posed of agricultural leaders and appropriate for their use 500 
million dollars to assist in marketing farm products and to 
sust~in prices. They did a tremendous amount of good by 
makmg loans on surplus crops, but farmers continued to pro
duce and they soon swamped the Board, and it ran out of 
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money and prices did not materially advance. At that time a 
half billion dollars was considered a large amount of money. 
A great many economists maintain that this imbalance of 
agriculture and industry was the immediate cause of the panic 
and depression of 1929 which was disastrous to our entire 
economy. Farmers had lost their purchasing power and in
dustry and other business had to take their natural punish
ment. 

The Farm Board's operations clearly demonstra ted that 
a price support program could not succeed unless tied in with 
acreage controls, and this experience has affected all agricul
tural legislation since. The parity price theories as a basis for 
legisla tive h elp were evaluated then and are now generally 
accepted as fair and proper. 

D uring tha t period, wheat sold as low as 30 cents per 
bushel ; corn 25 cen ts; oats 15 cents ; cotton 5 and 6 cents per 
pound ; tobacco 8 cents per pound, and good beef cattle 15 
do ll ars per head . O ver 9,000 banks, most of them located in 
the agricul tural sections, failed between 1922 and 1932, and 
a majority of the remainder suffered severe losses. Close to 
100 banks closed in Arkansas in one day. 

Wh en Franklin R oosevelt became president in 1933, one 
of h is firs t acts was to close temporarily all the banks in the 
country and his next step was to abolish the Farm Board and 
create the Farm Credit Administration. This was followed in 
1933 by the Agricultural Adjustment Act, and la ter the for
ma tion of Commodity Credit Corporation and the Soil Con
servation Administration. The D epartment of Agriculture 
since then has carried on its price suppor t programs through 
these organizations. Congress has made many plans and 
changes since, but a ll the laws are tied in with the original 
Agricultural Adjustment Art of 1933. 

American agriculture, during this past twenty years, has 
gone through some drastic changes that have not been under
stood by those out of agriculture and in fact, by some farmers. 
Production of food and fiber has become a highly specialized 
business, requiring technical skill, good management, and 
plenty of capital. 

In the early days 85 percent of our people lived on farms 
and 15 percent in the city. Today this is completely reversed 
and only 13 percent of our population are now on farms to 
furnish food and fiber to the other 87 percent. 
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Just a few years ago there was a prevailing opinion. in 
high places that our large farms should be cut up to provid.e 
family sized farms for a greater number of operators. Thts 
trend of thought has changed and we now have a smaller 
number of farm owners who operate on much larger farms 
where machinery and new methods can be used to J:>est a.d
vantage. Fifteen years ago there was an average fmanctal 
investment for land and machinery of $3,500 for eac.h farm 
owner or laborer, but now the Department of Agn cultu re 
estimates that there is an average investment for ~ach farmer 
or farm laborer of $14,000.00. Some corn farms 111 Iowa a?d 
Illinois rate as high as $50,000 per man. Compare that w~th 
industry which talks loudly of having $8,000 or $9,000 m
vested capital for each employee. 

In the past 15 years we have had two wars. during which 
the government called on farm~rs for. greatly mcreased pro: 
duction. They responded splendtdly with some of the largest 
crops on record, even with a much reduced labor supply. 

When foreign production was r~sumed, _( which had bee:! 
off during the war ) our exports rapidly declmed ~md we n~:lW 
find ourselves with large surpluses and a p roductiOn machme 
larger than consumption demands. Production and consump
tion are badly out of balance . F anners have not been stubborn 
or unreasonable abou t this, they have voted for con trols and 
reductions in acreao·e to meet the situation so they could op
erate on a business "basis. The changes in acreage figu res will 
probably surprise you. 

COTTON- During the five year period between 1925 
and 1930 we planted around 44 million acres of cotton. This 
year we have reduced that acreage of 44 million to only 
16 800 000 and that includes the new acreage in the far West. 
O~r c;op 'this year will be around 15 million bales and we 
will still be hampered at the end of the season with the la rgest 
surplus on record-about 15 million bales. Just this week 93 
per cent of the cotton producers voting, approved the con
tinuation of control program for cotton for 1956. 

WHEAT -A few years ago we had 88 million acres in 
wheat, but this year we are down to 55 million. There are 
wheat surpluses over the world and our elevators are full. 
Wheat farmers have voted for further acreage reduction and 
controls. 
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There has been a change in our eating habits. In 1917 
the average annual consumption of wheat in the United 
States was 201 pounds per person. Whereas today it is down 
to 130 pounds. Please note that in the past seven years wheat 
prices have gone down 32 percent, but the price of bread has 
gone up 25 percent. A farm er now receiv_es about 2 ~ents _for 
the wheat in a 20 cent loaf of bread. It IS not especially Im
portant to you whether the farmer gets 2 cents or 3 cents per 
loaf, but it is extremely important to you that he gets enough 
to keep him in business-that is, if you like bread. 

CORN-Twenty years ago we had a corn acreage of 
113 million and this year the allotment is only 59 million and 
our warehouses are ali full of corn. 

RICE- Last year we plan ted 2;12 million acres of rice. 
This year by a vote of 90 percent of the growers, the acreage 
has been cut to 1 million 900 thousand. There is a tremendous 
supply on hand and undoubtedly rice farmers will cut. acre
age for 1956. Rice is the most important food crop m the 
world, but our exports recently have been greatly reduced. 

TOBACCO- About 10 years ago we planted 500 thou
sand acres of burley tobacco, but now we are down to 300 
thousand acres and tobacco farmers have recently voted for a 
25 percent reduction for a three year period. In 1953 far~ers 
received 800 million dollars for their tobacco, but the Umted 
States government collected 2 billion 100 million dollars inter
nal revenue on the sales. 

On three crops alone-cotton, corn and wheat, we have 
reduced our acreage 134 million acres. This is eight times ~s 
much as our entire cotton acreage. The Department of Agn
culture estimates that the use of tractor power has released 55 
million acres which were formerly necessary to grow feed for 
the work stock on the farms. We are also told there is an 
annual loss of a million acres of cultivated land going into 
highways, airports, industrial plants and residential districts. 
You can see from these figures that farm acreage is a rather 
liquid commodity. 

The President's Council of Economic Advisers recently 
reported to Congress that agricultural requirements can be 
met up to 1975 without any material increase in lands now in 
cultivation and that by improved methods, production from 
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present acres might. be increased as much a~ 200 Pt;rc~nt and, 
that no new land IS needed to feed Amenca. Th1s IS a sur
prising, interesting and important statement. 

The United States Bureau of Reclamation reports that 
they now have before them 269 irrigation project~ for ap
proval; that Congress has already appr~ved 50 proJ ec_ts that 

re either under construction or authonzed, which w1ll c_ost 
~ billion dollars. In addition to this, durin~ the p~st sessiOn 
of Congress, 16 bills were introduced on proJects which would 
cost around 3 billion dollars. When completed, these lands 
will have cost from 100 to 2,000 dollars per acre and would 
be no more valuable than lands a ll_ over ~he c?u.ntry now 
worth 100 or 200 dollars per acre . It 1s certamly nd1culous to 
spend all this money when p resent farmers a_re compe~led to 
reduce the acres now in use, with a productiOn capaCity for 
the next twen ty years. 

It is estimated that in the next 25 years, prod uction will 
increase 40 percent, yet the total number of farm~ will ~lc 
crease from 5 million 200 thousand down to 4 mlllwn .JOO 
thousand and farm popula tion from 13;/2 to 8 percen t of our 
total popula tion. 

To continue to feed ou•·sch·cs. the American farmer must 
produce mo_re and . more wit~ fewer man ho:1rs. T he• fac t that 
they are domg so 1s the maJor reason why the grea, problem 
of over production is here with us now. These great surpluses 
have arisen out of wars which increased demands sharplY but 
only temporarily. However, the farmers rising effic~ency not 
only intensifies the demand gen erated by war; but It encl?ws 
arrriculture with a nerm:ment bias toward h;gh p rodurt!on. 
F~rmers cannot rTc~tlv increase normal peace time consump
tion, but unlike Industry cannot adjust costs quickly to mee t 
new situations. 

A farm is just li ke a factory. I t has a plant and marhin
ery and with raw materi a ls and labor turns out wheat, cot
ton, cattle, hogs and other necessities of life. A manufacturer 
can accurately plan his output on probable sales and con
sumption and can increase or decrease his output quickly. H e 
can run half time, double time or close down completely. A 
farmer's business is a yearly operation and once his crop is 
started, he must mature it and h is volume is always affected 
by wea ther and insects. If farmers played safe and only 
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planted what they were certain they could produce and sell 
at a profit, there would be many years when people would 
go hungry. We can use our last year's automobile and wear 
old clothes, but last year's food is gone. 

We hear much about the terrible losses sustained by the 
government in operating the price support program. From the 
time the program started in 1932 for 20 years, up to the close 
of the Korean war, the total net cost to the government was 
1 billion 828 million dollars, or less than 100 million dollars 
per year. Incidentally, the cotton loan program, which saved 
the South billions of dollars, returned a net profit to the gov
ernment of 294 million dollars after the cotton had all been 
disposed of. Those figures do not include the past three years. 

The Department of Agriculture has made an estimate 
that without the price support program on 1953 crop, the 
cotton farmers would have received 1 billion dollars less than 
they did receive. When the government sustains a loss of 1 
million dollars carrying part of some surplus crop, it does not 
mean just that much gain to the producers. It probably means 
the price structure of that whole crop was protected and 
may have increased producers total income to 50 or 100 mil
lion dollars. If our price supports for the 1955 crop had been 
withdrawn, I am sure any cotton man would tell you our 
crop would sell for over a billion dollars less than it will, and 
no one could guess the effect on our Southern economy. 

I have never seen any claim or estimate on this, but am 
sure the increased income taxes paid to the government by 
reason of the support prices is many, many times the cost of 
the program. In other words, the government is building up 
its own income. 

The Bureau of Budget, whose figures we can depend 
upon, recently reported that the government in the past 7 
years including 1955, will have paid out in subsidies to vari
ous groups at home (not abroad) over 53 billion dollars. Of 
this only 3 billion 700 million went to agriculture. The other 
49 billion went to business, labor, veterans and other general 
aids. Agriculture got 6 percent of these subsidies. Certainly 
no one should claim it received too much. 

The Postmaster General reports that losses on operation 
of the Postal Department since World War Two are 3 billion 
800 million dollars and on second class mail alone the loss is 
1 Y2 billion dollars. 
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e ast ten years the subsidy to Satur~ay Even~ng 
In th p t 10 million dollars per year; to Life mag~zme 

Post_ a~ou~t~l o nd to Literary Digest 4 million. In thls ten 
9 mllho~ o ars l~ss on letter mail was twice the cost of the 
year pe~wd t~;ort program for 20 years. Certainly the pr~
farm_ pncef sfu d n our farms is more important than t e 
ductwn o oo o . 
food we get from these magazmes. 

ast 8 ears the government has paid t~e Mer-
In the_ p ~illion dollars, and recommendatwns are 

chant Manne 440 d 350 million dollars to expand 
now before Congress to spen 
ship building. 

. · · d try has amounted 
S. 1942 tax amortlZatwns to m us d b 

mce . . 25 . much as ha een 
to 24 billion dollars. whl~\ l;arme~:n;~rf~g that period. Costs 
spent for support pnces ~ f rmers has been a mere pittance 
of governdment assls~~~:es om:de to help other business. 
compare to expen 

Recent rrovernment statistical figures on weekly purchas

ing power of ~arious groups show: 

k 
....... 72.84 Auto wor ers -········································ 

f t Orkers ......... 61.3 7 Other ac ory w ··· ······················ 

Coal miners ·················· ································69·20 

.64.41 Railway employees ---····-·········· ···········-······· 

Government employees ······················----·-····63.60 

Farm owners -········································· ·-····37 ·24 

Purchasinrr power is what makes the wheellsTgho. ar.ou_nd, 
"' f. . a flat whee lS lS 1m-

but these farmer lgur~s give "dus d t b the. largest indi-
ortant as the farmer lS consl ere o e h" h 

~idual buyer of merchandise. He has to buy everyt mg \ e 
ci man does and in addition, must ha':e tractors, t:u~ s, 
al(' kinds of farm implements, fertilizers, pmsons, anddbflldmg 
materials for his poultry, cattle, storage barns fan Fen~~~ 
Large crops do not necessarily mean large 12ro ~ts. r 0~ b 
past 5 years the farmers ~et income has stead1ly ec me e-
cause of increased productwn costs. 

There seems to be a basic misconceptio~ of the. rol~n~f 
the farmer in our economy. Most people thmk of hlm Y 
as a producer. He is

1
also a consumer and about the largest 

one in America. 
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For example : The tractors and h . 
farms have a total hors ot er machmery used on 
horse power used in al~ ~owe~ greater t~an the combined 
~etroleum products nece~sar;~~c~~ fac~ones. Thi~k of the 
tJOn. The manufacture and d" "b J? t at power m opera
and equipment has become o~!tn utwn of .farrr: machinery 
the country. The farmer . th . of tfe Ieadmg mdustries of 
the load. Legislation o IS . .eir on y customer and carries 

"ff n mimmum wages f . d 
tan s,. freight ra tes and man oth '. au· tra e. acts, 
pay higher prices for the thi~o- ;r hoperatJOns force him to 
crops. as e as to buy to produce 

The government estimates th h 
wage law of $1 per hour "II at t e recent minimum 
per year and will increase"? ~ost farmers 350 million dollars 
dollars. oo costs to consumers 2 ~ billion 

I t is na tura l for consumers who e 
to pay more for food t . ach year seem to have 

0 quest10n the farme I · 
you m ust remember there are rs comp amts, but 
the farmer and vourself d u~uall.Y several parties be tween 
come in. In the 'past se~e~n 'P t . a t IS where your high costs 
come has derl;ned ?5 P". )~ a i sbthe farm opera tors net in-
1 dl . - LICent ut look a t th f" 
1an ers of food produc ts. ·: ese rgures of 

I n 1954 

Atlantic & Pacific Co 79 .. 
S•vift & C ··········· -- million dolla rs profit 

· •Ompanv 58 .11 . 
Natio 1,~1 D · .· , · · --- ·- -------- ill! IOn dollars profit 

. u . aHJt:s 103 "II. 
Gene1·al 1<' d -- -- - ---- --- -- ----- ill! IOn dollars profit 

c ~ 00 s 73 "II" Borden & c -- -- ------ -- ------ -- ill! Ion dolla rs profit 
onmam· 59 .11 . 

. ' · - ------ --- -- ill! IOn dollars profit 
T he Amencan farmer can co . 

but when the entire economv is mpete m a. free economy, 
buy goods and S"··vices in . not frdee, he IS compelled to 
h h ~" ' a protecte econo d e as adeq ua te price su or t h . m y an unless 
tha t would automa ticall ,P;eri; u Ie IS doomed to failure and 
ments of our economy. ) s Y effect all the other seg-

Because of o·overnmen t a"d d 
dustry and busii1"'ess tn' e f J . afn protection to labor in-

. , arm"r IS ·or d ' 
things he has to p urchase. U;less h ce to pay more for the 
more than these costs he "II b f e can sell his products for 
soon go bankruj)t Th' e WJ e orced out of business and 

d · government pr"c 
an ~ acreage controls have b . I e support program 

een trymg to m eet that situation. 
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We are all familiar with and accept government controls and 
protection of railroads, truck routes, airplane routes, radio 
rights, rent controls, labor restrictions and minimum wage 
laws. 

The philosophy of these policies is to protect the man or 
firm already in business and stop unnecessary production. 
With plenty of capital and character apply for a bank char
ter and you will find the government and state officials will 
turn down your application if they believe there is already 
sufficient banking facilities in that community. 

The acreage controls are simply part of the effort to stop 
unnecessary and disastrous production. 

A properly administered reserve of food and fiber as con
sumers insurance is better than money in the bank. In time 
of a shortage or failure of food supply, a big bank balance 
would not feed the hungry. The cost of maintaining these 
food reserves has been small in comparison with the cost to 
the government of stock piles of chemicals, minerals, rubber, 
tin and other materials required for armaments. 

Neither industry nor agriculture should be expected to 
pay for the protection of our entire Nation against the risk of 
unforeseen disasters. We should be grateful to farmers for 
producing so abundantly. Certainly a surplus is better than 
a scarcity. 

Acreage controls voted by the farmers themselves are in 
effect now on the six major crops; cotton, wheat, corn, rice, 
tobacco, and peanuts, but the price support program has also 
been taking in dairy, poultry and some other farm commodi
ties. Farm crops now under loan to the government are the 
largest we have ever had. Most of these have been accumu
lated since the close of the Korean war. The government had 
been urging high production and when the exports and con
sumption fell off, our farm machine was still grinding in high 
g~ar. Favorable weather has given us bumper crops and even 
With the reduced acreages our surpluses have increased. 

. . Right now in cotton, we have a good illustration of the 
dtffJculty of controls. In 1954 and 1955 our acreage control 
al~o~ments of 36 million acres were expected to produce 22 
mill!?~ bales. Instead of that we produced 28 million . That 
6 rmlhon plus the loss of expected consumption has put the 
cotton surplus up to a serious figure. 
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How to dispose of these surpluses and still maintain 
prices on future crops so that farmers can continue in pro
duction is the big problem. 

The probable losses to the government in the final liqui
dation of these loans will be a large sum, but not serious when 
compared to our other war and emergency expenditures. 

The national income of the United States is the highest 
in its history, yet agriculture is at the lowest point since World 
War Two. 

Unfortunately the farm legislation question is fast be
coming a political issue and that will not h elp. 

Brotherly love and good neighbor policies have been car
ried to the point where we have apparently, permanently lost 
a large part of our exports, although over half the world is 
hungry. 

With production greater than consumption it is quite 
evident to anyone that we must either curtail production or 
increase consumption. Farmers themselves do not know or 
agree upon the best solution. 

Regardless of the cost to the government, the situation 
must be met and improved, and the farmers as well as the 
government will have to take some of the punishment. 
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SOME PROBLEMS IN THE ADMINISTRATION 
OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE 

By WALTER P. ARMSTRONG, JR. 

(Read at a meeting of "THE EGYPTIANs," January 19th, 1956) 

Problems in the Administration of Criminal Justice begin 
before a crime is committed, in the social background which 
gives rise to cri~in~l proclivities, and extend far beyo~d ap
prehension, conv1ctwn and sentence to embrace questwns of 
penology, probation. a~d parole, leading to the ultim~t.e 
restoration of the cnmmal to soc1ety freed of those prochvl
ties. They are problems which concern all of us more inti
mately than we often fully realize or are willing to admit, for 
their solution determines in large part the character and 
framework of the society in which we live; whether it is 
anarchistic, breeding a lawless disregard for the rights of 
others, or whether it is based upon a mutual respect for 
those rights leading to a common tolerance and identity of 
interest. As an example of the latter, we may take any honest, 
well-regulated, law abiding community; and I am glad to say 
that among them we may class our own. Unfortunately, how
ever, there are many examples of the former available as 
well. One which attracted nation wide notoriety not long ago 
was Phenix City, Alabama. Perhaps it is the archtype of what 
can happen when law enforcement goes by the board. For 
although Phenix City has been cleaned up, the social condi
tions which created it, or at least permitted it to exist, are 
still potentially present; and what happened there can happen 
again elsewhere. As a man who saw it from behind the scenes 
said recently: 

"Phenix City was not m erely a community where crime 
was rampant and violence was shrugged off by law enforce
ment officers and citizens. It was a state of mind-the phil
osophy of 'get it while you can and the methods will not be 
questioned' ."1 

This illustration cannot therefore be treated as an isolated 
instance, and we cannot afford to take an " It can't happen 
her~" a~titud~ towards it. So long as the type of thinking 
:Vh1ch g1ves nse to such phenomena continues to be prevelant, 
J_ust so long will outbursts of lawlessness continue to appear 
hke spurts of steam from a dormant but seething volcano. 
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Only a few days ago the governor of a sister state testified 
before the Federal Communications Committee that illegal 
gambling and the sale of liquor were permitted on the Gulf 
Coast because they attracted the tourist trade. How much 
more brazen than this is it possible to be? If gambling and 
bootlegging are permitted as tourist attractions, then why not 
prostitution and dope peddling? Or, for that matter, why 
have any laws at all if they are not to be enforced? 

How widespread is this attitude? Perhaps the crime rate 
will supply an index, for crime can only exist where it is 
tolerated. During 1955 there were 2,255,000 major crimes 
committed in this country, more than four for every minute 
during the entire year. While this is one half of one per cent 
less than in 1954, this is little cause for encouragement, for in 
1954 more crimes were committed than in any previous year 
on record, and 1955 is the first year since 1947 in which 
crime has not increased. Furthermore the decrease in the past 
year did not represent a general decline in the crime rate, but 
simply a shifting as between various types of crimes. The 
entire change was in urban crime, the rural rate remaining 
almost constant; and while robberies and burglaries decreased 
substantially and auto thefts somewhat less (all, it will be 
noted, crimes against property), rape, aggravated assault and 
larceny increased to an almost equal extent, the only crime 
against the person showing any reduction being murder and 
that only to a limited extent. 2 It is therefore apparent that a 
general and increasing disregard for law and order has 
grown up since the close of World War II, and that no 
moderation of this trend in the immediate future can be 
predicated upon currently available statistics. 

Students of the subject believe that the deterrent effect 
of punishment depends not upon its severity, but upon its 
immediacy and certainty. As to immediacy, I will deal with 
that at length later. But a word now about certainty. During 
1954, the last year for which complete figures are available, 
only 40.6% of the robberies committed led to arrests. Of the 
burglaries, only 29.6%. Auto theft, 27.5%. And larceny, 
20.9%. Again, it will be noted that all of these are crimes 
against property, the ratio of arrests ranging from two-fifths 
to one-fifth. Actually the average in this category is 24.6%, 
or one-fourth; while in the case of crimes against the person, 
it is 76.8%, or better than three-fourths. In this class of crime, 
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hi hest with 93.1 % arrests; negligent man
murder rates ~ h 88 o/< . and rape and aggravated assault 
slaughter n~xt "':

1
t l at ;S.8% and 75.6% respectively. "':ith 

are almost ld~~tlC~ver three times as high in crimes ag~m~t 
arrests averagl ? th case of crimes against property, lt lS 
the person as m e t . the former case is much more 
b . s that enforcemen m 

0 VlOU 
. t than in the latter. stnngen 

h ha d in regard to convictions after arrest, 
On t~e o: er n d 80 o/< of the persons charged with 

the situatwn lS reverdse . . toed. and 78 1% in the cases of 
b e tried an conv1c , · 

rob ery ar B t only 67 2% of the murder arrests 
l and larceny. u · I ' d 

burg ary . . 66 7 o/< in the case of rape; an more 
result in convlctwns; . ~ested for aggravated assault and 
than. half of thl::~:~;se:;ntually go free, with 49.5% con
neghgen: mans g d 42 5nt. in the latter instance. Com-

. · n the former an · ; o .1 vKtwns 1 f f es it appears that whl e on an 
bining th~se two sfets o ~~;n 'persons charged with a major 
average flve ou: o ;v~~ere is only one conviction for every 
crime a~e convlcte 'd And this of course does not take into 
seven cnmes reporte : es which are unreported or unrecog
account the many cnm t least six out of every seven 
nized as such. As hlondg .as a hardly be said that criminal 
criminals go unseat e ' lt can . . 
justice as presently administered lS certam. 

. f cted as a deterrent. 
Nor has the seventy o sentences a h S r 'tor 

On this point I can do no better than to quote t. e o lCl 
General of the United States, who recently wrote. 

. 'k' fact that although the British and we 
"It 1s a stn mg 'd d'ff be 

legal heritage there is a Wl e l erence -
have a common f · d in the 
tween them and us in the amount o cn~e :~alf times 
character of the penalties. We have two an 

1 
t' 

the number of prisoners they have per 100,?00 popu a wn, 
and our sentences are longer. In all Englan~ m a recent y~~: 
not more than 588 men received terms of flve years or m 
and in the United States in the same year 18,000 offenders 
were committed for maximum terms of five years or mo.re. 
The disparity is out of proportion to the size of th~ respectl:: 
populations of the two countries; the difference lS partly 
the crime rate and partly in the unequal values the two 

countries ascribe to long sentences. 
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Likewise, to the north of us in the province of Alberta, 
Canada, is a population of a million with less than 500 in 
prison. In contrast the District of Columbia with a population 
of slightly more than 800,000 has some 4,000 prisoners-more 
than eight times as many."3 

Now to return to the question of immediacy. In a report 
made two years ago by a special committee on habeas corpus 
to the Conference of Chief .Justices nine typical criminal cases 
are described. In three of these the period from conviction to 
final disposition was three years. In one it was four. In two 
others it was ten. In one it was sixteen, and the case was still 
pending at the time the report was written. And in two nine
teen years elapsed between the original conviction and the 
final end of litigation. In each case the ends of justice were 
delayed over these long periods by adroit legal maneuvering. 

Perhaps two recent examples will serve to further point 
up the potentialities inherent in this situation. The first is the 
notorious Rosenberg case . .Julius Rosenberg was arrested on 
.July 17, 1950, and his wife on August 20 of the same year. 
They were executed on June 19, 1953. During the intervening 
period there was a seventeen day trial which was twice 
reviewed by the United States Court of Appeals and on eight 
separate occasions considered by the United States Supreme 
Court. Two different petitions for clemency were presented to 
the President of the United States. Yet despite the delay of 
almost three years from arrest to execution and the intricate 
legal procedures involved, President Eisenhower in denying 
the last of t~.cse petitions was able to say that "No Judge has 
ever expressed any doubt that (they) committed the most 
serious act of espionage." In other words, the pleas which they 
interposed were purely dilatory. 

The end of the story cannot yet be told in regard to my 
second example. In 1948 Caryl Chessman, accused of being 
the highly publicized "Red Light Bandit," was convicted on 
seventeen counts of kidnapping, robbery, grand theft and sex 
offenses in a California court and sentenced to execution. 
Today, over seven years later, he is still awaiting the carrying 
out of that sentence in Death Row at San Quentin. His case 
is still pending, a petition for review having recently been 
granted by the United States Supreme Court. He has told his 
story in two books, "Cell 2455, Death Row" and "Trial by 
Ordeal." I do not know whether Caryl Chessman is guilty or 
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· · B t I do know that if he 
d I ess no opmwn. u . d 

innocent, an expr ld Ion since have been carne out, 
is guilty hi.s .~entence shhou houllhave been released long ago. 

'f he 1S mnocent e s 
and 1 . me I do not blame the courts f~r 

Do not rmsundersta~d h b t they can to clear their 
this delay. They ar~.~o~~~ ~:tte~: which are brought be~ore 
dockets and to expe I t' under an overwhelming bur en. 
them. But they are oper:tngthe Federal Courts . (those being 
For example, to. tak~ ~re~ are most readily ava~lable)' ther: 
the ones for w~JC~ hg brou ht in 1955 ; and while this 
were 35,310 cnmmal cahses th ~1 808 in 1954, almost the 

t o lly less t an e ' 0 ° was substan 1a d 6 111 fewer immigratwn cases, 
entire difference wa; u~ to I 'a relatively few districts, most 
a decrease which af ecte Mon ~ border. With 228 District 

I. 1 ng the exican 
Of which Ie a o . . . t' n cases for the reasons 

1. . t ng Imm1oTa w 
Judges and e Imma 1 o . d of 104 criminal cases. 

' . . e load per JU ge . 
given, this gives a cas d that in addition each of these Judges 
When it is remember~ 212 . '1 cases it is apparent that they 
handled an avera?e o theci.:b On 'the contrary, during the 
are far from loafmg on . J .· f 1500 more cases than 

d d in disposmg o 
year they succee e . h mber of pending cases to 

f.l d th s reducmg t e nu . h were 1 e ' u . 1951 At this rate, m anot er 
8,643, the smallest. n~mbe~~~~~~s of .these courts sh<:uld .be 
six years, the cnmmal . th' s is far from the s1tuatwn 

B t the present t1me 1 f 1 current. ut a . . h f t that ours is one o on Y 
t ke pnde m t e ac . d' d and we can a h the average case IS Ispose 

four districts in the country w ere 
of in six months or less. . . 

· · wonder that Distnct · h h' spect It IS no 
Faced wit t IS pro ' 'It leas to a lesser offense 

Attorneys are inclined to. accept fg~~e~psummarily rather than 
in many cases so as to dlspose o . barge which would add 
. . · 1 n a more senous c 
msist upon a tna o d d f ther conrrest its docket. Yet 
to the court's wo:k lo~. an "~ake a d:'al with the D.A.," 
this very fact, this ability to . f r 1.t minimizes the risk 

d rage cnme· o · has a ten ency to encou ' h the rosecut-
in relation to the rewards invol~~d. ~~~~ ~ ;~: def~ndant is 
ing attorney can take the positiOn a. itted while 
guilty he should be punished for t~e cnme com; the ~nds of 
if he is innocent he should g? ~ntirely free,a~aideal situation 
justice be properly serv~d. This IS of c~u~~e. capable of being 
which can never be achieved; but sure y 1 IS 
more nearly approached than it is at present. 
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One of the chief tools which the clever and unscrupulous 
criminal lawyer uses to procur delay in the judicial process is 
the petition for a writ of habeas corpus. 1474 of these peti
tions (including Motions to Vacate Sentence which are 
similar in purpose) were filed in the District Courts last year; 
and while this was a decline of 81 over 1954, except for that 
year it was the highest number on record. Undoubtedly a 
substantial increase can be expected this year and in years to 
come in view of the open invitation issued by the United 
States Supreme Court on the second Monday of this year to 
all who are heavy ladened to come and lay their burdens at 
the bar of the Federal Courts. 

This historical importance of the writ of Habeas Corpus 
cannot be exaggerated. So significant did our founding fathers 
believe it to be that they wrote into the Constitution a pro
hibition against its suspension, except in cases of rebellion or 
invasion when the public safety might require it. But like 
the Fifth Amendment, what was originally designed as a 
safeguard has become through abuse of the privilege a method 
of avoiding just retribution by those who are clever enough, 
or prosperous enough to hire unscrupulous attorneys who are 
clever enough, to hide behind it. Here is what the Director of 
the Administrative Office of the United States Courts has to 
say in regard to the report of the Committee of the Confer
ence of Chief Justices previously referred to: 

"The information presented to the committee showed 
that the proceedings for habeas corpus for relief against judg
ments of conviction in state courts were nearly all without 
merit and frivolous and often several times repeated by the 
same prisoner in a state institution. An insignificant number 
of proceedings for habeas corpus against judgments of con
viction in state courts were granted, and an even smaller 
number brought to the petitioner the ultimate objective of 
release from prison. Yet in the district courts of districts in 
which there are state correctional institutions, such proceed
ings consume a considerable amount of time of the federal 
judges to no purpose. They entail delay in the enforcement 
of the judgments of the state courts which is always vexatious, 
and they interfere with the promptness in the administration 
of criminal justice which is so essential to its effectiveness." 

What can be done to alleviate this situation? One way, 
of course, would be to limit the scope and effect of the writ. 
This cannot be done effectively by federal legislation, because 
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. he constitutional prohibition; but it 
. runs head on mto t b the enactment of state laws 
lt be done to some extent. y 'th those granted under the 
cg:ranteeing rights co-ex~e;s~~e ~~ so-called Uniform ~ost-1 

' t This is the purpo !gated by the Natwna wn . d s Act promu 
Conviction Proce ur~ ·oners on Uniform State Laws. 

of Comm1ss1 
Conference . . hel to control the prob-

But while such le~ls~atl~n Ftayespe~ally in view of the 
lem, it will never eh~n~; th~ Supreme Court. F.or a per
recently ann~unced po;~y turn to other means. Obvwusly the 
manent solutwn w~ rr; dditional personnel to handle th~ 
first requireme?t lS h ?rh is threatening to engulf the federad 
flood of litigatwn w lC es for a tax cut and a balance 
courts. In these days of hop very popular proposal; but be
budget this :nay not proveo:k at the facts. During 1955, ~he 
fore it is reJected, l~t us ~ Federal judiciary system, excl~s~ve 
entire cost of operatmg th $29 991 576 Out of a 65 bilhon 
of the Supreme C?ourt, was l~ss than . five one hundredths 
dollar budget, tht .reyres~~~n was appropriated for the c.o:r 
of one per cent. t IS ess . an Affairs during the same P.eno . 
duct of the Bureau ~f I?d_I b t 20c for each person m the 
On a per capita baslS; It IS td ~~t be unreasonable to increase 
United State~. Sure~y lt. wou f those being made for other and 
these expenditures m VIeW o 

erhaps less vital purposes. . 
p b' stakes. In its intenm report 

Criminals today pla'b for ~ft e estimated that over $20 
in 1950, the K efauver h o~~n~ually over gambling. tables 
billion dollars change~ anll sd th's estimate conservative. In 
. . t and lt ca e 1 h . m th1s coun ry, . h t a kilogram of pure erom, 
another field, it pomted out t. a T key could after dilution 

. f hundred dollars m ur · ' 
costmg a ew $100 000 or more in this country. 
be sold for $50,000 to ' . . . 1 . . . w orgamzed cnmma 

With these fantastic prohts m ':'le ' t whatever the cur-
l! aff d t buy protectwn a . 

gangs can we or 0 1 the best obtam-. b They can emp oy 
rent market pnce may e. 1 1 1 holes and unfortunately 
able lawyers to find them e?a oop h ' The only way to 
such talent is f~equ.ently availabl~h:et !:;;;holes. No doubt it 
meet this situatwn lS to plug up ld 

1 
p their own house, 

will be said that the l~wyers shou c et; ~he American Law 
and this they are domg. For examp '1 Cod which when 

. · k a Model Pena e . Institute Is at wor on . d carefully studied 
completed will be the mos: ext~ns~ve an r undertaken. 
codification of the substantive cnmmal law eve 
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At the same time the American Bar Association has embarked 
upon an investigation of the actual administration of criminal 
justice in the courts, the police departments, the prosecutor's 
offices, and the prisons which far exceeds anything similar 
heretofore undertaken both in scope and completeness. These 
studies will supply the basic data for improvement both in our 
laws and our procedures ; but without public support, they 
will be useless. For in the ultimate analysis only an aroused 
public interest can solve any of the problems presented. As the 
Kefauver Committee reported, "Public apathy has in large 
measure been responsible for many of the conditions disclosed 
by the Committee." 

And yet on the whole the future appears bright. While 
the problems inherent in the administration of criminal justice 
are by their very nature insoluble, we can at least anticipate 
a nearer approach to a solution than in the past. As the late 
Justice Robert H . Jackson wrote, "The dilemma is that 
no method for conviction of the wrongdoer has been devised 
that does not hold some danger to the bystander, while no 
system can fully safeguard the innocent without affording 
loopholes through which some guilty persons will escape. 
Achievement of proper balance between means to these two 
goals is the ultimate problem in criminal law administration." 4 

The objective is clear; the means are at hand; if we fail to 
achieve it, then the fault is in ourselves that we do not care 
enough for the society in which we live to protect it from 
those who would destroy its very foundations. Our greatest 
enemy is not the criminal, but the inertia and apathy which 
tolerate him. 

1 Emmett Perry, Solicitor for the Tenth Judicial Circuit of Ala
bama, before the Criminal Law Section of the American Bar Associa
tion at its Regional Meeting in New Orleans, Louisiana on November 
30, 1955. 

2 62 out of 1805, or 3.4% as of June, 1955. Data taken from 
Uniform Crime Reports of the F.B.I. Sept. 26, 1955 and from J. 
Edgar Hoover's news release of January 1, 1956. 

3 Sobeloff, "The Sentence of the Court," 41 A.B.A. Journal 
(January, 1955) 13. 

4 39 A.B.A. Journal (August, 1953) 743. 
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TilE AMERICAN MYTH AS DEVELOPED IN 
THE AMERICAN NOVEL 

By JoHN E. FARRIOR 

. f "THE EGYPTIANS," February 16, 1956 ) 
(Read at a Meetmg o . . 

of this paper the word myth IS used m 
For the purpos:ther than its' ordinary meaning. Ordi

a manner shghtly_ d to mean a tale about a god, an 
"I the word IS use . d . t 

nan y, . that exists only in imaginatiOn an IS no 
event, or a thmg f actual proof. But by common 

"f" bl by any manner o h l ven Ia e . d h s also taken on t e usua 
. Amenca the wor a bo 

usage m d l d which is actually a story a ut 
. f the wor egen ' k f 

meamng o t f the country. We spea o 
hero or a par o l 

a great man, a ' h the Lincoln myths, or the Pau 
h D vy Crocket myt s, 1 d 

t e a d" . . hing between the actua an ths not IstmgUis . 
Buny~n my ' ll What I shall try to present this eve-
imagmary men at a .h t l concepts of America and 

. e of t e men a 
mng are som b t forth in American novels 

. hich have een se 
Amencans . w f time become adopted as real con-

d have m process o . All an . d f the Amencan scene. 
ceptions of Ame:Ican h m:n ;:re ~r less basis of fact, ·but it 
of these conceptwns av f from fancy or 
. difficult if not impossible to separate act d 
::.uth from error. These concepts have, moreovderb a~=~i-

. f th and have been accepte y 
the proportiOn ° my s . · th the same faith 

d by people of other countnes WI 
cans an . . th 
as is shown by the followers of rehgwus my s. 

All through the nineteenth century and early in the 
· d "d as of people 

twentieth, people read novels and game I. e careful 
and places they had not seen. There was time for f 
readinu and leisurely discussion because there wereH ew 
other forms of entertainment. Southerners who read ~w~ 
thorne had reason to believe that all New England men ~ 
twisted and tortured minds. Northerners who read Har~~et 
Beecher Stowe had reason to think th~t. all Southern w ~~ 
men were weak and ineffective or VICIOUS and cruel. 
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people east of the Mississippi who read Owen Wister's 
Virginian formed a mental picture of the Western man and 
the Western country which has hardly been shaken by any 
subsequent facts they may have learned. If this was true 
for Americans, it was much more true for people in other 
countries who knew nothing of America and little of Ameri
cans. 

After reading a great many American novels, I have 
reached the conclusion that there are two myths, or, rather 
the two opposite parts of the same myth, that run through 
all the novels from Cooper to Faulkner. The first is the 
hero-myth in which the ideal qualities of American man 
appear. The second, or complement of the first, is what I 
call "the great guilt myth" with its accompanying themes of 
disintegration and destruction. I shall discuss these two 
themes separately and then try to show how they are re
lated, or rather how they form one theme. 

James Fenimore Cooper is our first great myth-maker. 
In his Leather-Stocking Tales he shows us the physical 
America as a sublime scene of illimitable forests, great rivers, 
wild and rugged mountains, and lakes as great as seas. Upon 
this magnificently set stage is enacted the great epic strug
gle of a people striving to build a nation. And the central 
character, the protagonist, is Leather-Stocking himself, Natty 
Bumpo, the Original American. 

Natty is truly a child of nature. Left an orphan at an 
early age, he has grown up with the Indians and learned 
all their wisdom; yet, somehow, he retains all the best of 
the teachings of white civilization. He often speaks of the 
white man's "gifts," which to him mean courage, truthful
ness, honor, and faithfulness and loyalty to all to whom he 
has a duty, whether they are great or humble men. His best 
friend is the Delaware chief Chingachgook, who has the In
dian's "gifts" in the same degree that Natty has those of 
white men. Chingachgook has courage and endurance, but 
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. and deceitful to his enemies. Natty does not 
he is cunmng r ties. he accepts him for what 

. f . d for these qua l ' him 
scorn h1s nen f him Deeply religious -

. t · ng to re orm · f 
he is Wlthout ryl !" . f his friend or that 0 

does not scorn the re lglOn o 
self, he 
any other men. 

ils in courage or resourcefulne~s. He has 
Natty never fa . ll that he undertakes. He lS no crea-

the habit of success m a f h t is usually called civilized 
th ttlement or o w a . . f 

ture of e se f the East and finally the prames o 
life. The great f~rehsts o He is sometimes spoken of as a 

W e hls orne. H 
the est ar a pioneer in the usual sense. e 
pioneer, but_ he was never to own farm or homestead. He 
had no desire to poss_elssd, natural scene and when white 

h "ld unspOl e ' d 
loves t e Wl ' h" kl into his territory and towns ~n 
men come too t IC Y to the prairies to fmd 

up he moves on 
settlements gr?w ' . 1 the Noble Savage who can-

"1 d terntory. He lS tru y . 
unsp~l e . ld defiled by his own kmd. Natty never 
no~ hve_ m a wor He is Cooper's dream of the ideal man 
exlsted m the flesh. ater than men are, but hav-

. . rld of nature, gre 
~ivmgllm fathwo better human qualities unspoiled by greed or 
mg a o e 
ambition. 

f 
. . w of Cooper's work is shown in the com-

A ore1gn v1e h 
f D H Lawrence, the English novelist, when e sa~s 

ment o · · "Th f sort of Amen-
of the Leather-Stocking Tales: ey orm a" 1 A d he fur-
can Odyssey, with Natty BumP_<> as Odysseus. n 

ther says of Natty and these stones: 
h f th essential white America. All 

But you have there the myt o e the floundering into lust, is 
the other stuff, the love, the .d1emAocra~y, soul is hard isolate, stoic, 
a sort of by-play. The essentla mencan ' 
and a killer.2 

He grants Natty the two qualities of . moral integrity 

and stoic hardness. And he adds something m the nature of 

. . Cl · A ·can Literature. Anchor 
~~-H. Lawrence,_StudNtesym. DsSlbled'::yenand Company, 1953). 

edttlon. (Garden Ctty, . .. ou 
P. 58. 

2Jbid., pp. 72-73. 
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a warning: "When this man breaks from his static isola
tion, and makes a new move, then look out, something will 
be happening." 3 

In Natty Bumpo, Cooper created the hero of all fu
ture tales of action and adventure in America. Natty repre~ 
sents certain elements of character that all Americans ad
mire. "Hard, isolate, stoic, and killer" though he may be, 
he also possesses moral integrity, resourcefulness, and the 
ability to accomplish what he sets out to do. In one sense 
he has become the true American man, not only as the hero 
of countless novels, but as an ideal of American character. 
In him are the seeds of all the Hopalong Cassidys, all the 
Lone Rangers, all the Davy Crocketts, and all the Sergeant 
Yorks and Audie Murphys. 

There were, in the following century, many attempts to 
recreate Cooper's natural man who is in harmony with his 
environment. The most notable of these was Owen Wister's 
The Virginian ( 1902) , the prototype of all western stories 
written since then. The hero has all of the admirable quali
ties of Leather-Stocking and some others that Leather
Stocking never had. He is as much at home on the plains 
as was Cooper's hero in the forests. He endures tirelessly 

the long rides, the scorching heat of summer and the bitter 
cold of winter. His righteousness makes him help to hang 
his best friend who has become a rustler; and his revolver 
brings down the villain Trampass as unerringly as Natty's 
rifle brought down an Indian. 

In contrast to the heroic myth is the guilt myth with 
its accompanying themes of disintegration and destruction. 
There is only a hint of this theme in Cooper's Leather
stocking tales. In The Pioneers, Natty watches a group of 
villagers fire a cannon loaded with shot and scrap iron into 
a huge flock of passenger pigeons. He says, though no one 

3 Ibid. 
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. to him that such wastefulness and de-
ny attentwn ' 

pays ~ . .1 and will bring evil to the country. In con-
t ctwn IS evi b. d f s ru h holesale slaughter, he shoots one Ir rom 

Pt of sue w · c ' tern . d k . t home for his dinner. But m ooper s 
h air an ta es I d 

t e . R t Novels Satanstoe The Chainbearer, an 
three Anti- en ' ' ld 

Redskins, he portrays the break-up of the o patroon 
The f h H dson. To him the whole process means the 
system o t e u · h f h b 

f 1 w and order and the tnump o t e mo ' 
break-down ° a · 1 t d and vicious who force the courts to vw a e 
savage, grefe y, perty and ~ive them title to the land they 
the laws o pro ·f · 

d 
Here is one of the early mam estatwns 

have squatte upon. . . 

h f l
·ng of guilt that America as a country IS some-

of t at ee I ' h. h . b t 
d b Cause it cannot preserve that w IC IS es 

how curse e · th 

d f
. t In the democratic process of pulhng e great 

an mes. d . f level Cooper saw a estrucuve orce 
down to a common 
that boded ill for the future. 

I the works of Cooper's contemporary, Nathaniel Haw-

th 
n th re are no heroes and no heroic tradition. Over all 

orne, e . f · d 
his main characters there hangs a broodmg sense o Impen .-
. .l whi·ch they may hardly escape. The cause of this 
mgevi · h.· 
threatening nemesis lies partly in their own. a~twn, t .eir sms 
or their weakness of character, and partly It IS a hentage of 

evil from past generations. 
In The Scarlett Letter, Dimmesdale, a young Puritan 

minister has committed adultery with Hester Prynne, the 
wife of' a doctor who has not yet arrived from Europe. .t: 
child is born, and Hester is forced to stand on the pubhc 
pillory as a figure of shame, to wear the scarlet letter A 
upon her breast, and to remain a pariah for the rest of her 
life. The people, and even Dimmesdale, ur~e her to name 
the father of her child but she refuses. Dimmesdale does 
not have the courage to reveal himself and excuses his 
weakness to himself by saying that it would destroy the faith 
of his people if the minister admits to being so vile a sinner. 
Yet he suffers the agonies of the damned because he is a 
man of tender conscience. The husband arrives disguised as 
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a foreign doctor and undertakes to revive the declining 
health of the minister. Knowing intuitively that Dimmesdale 
is the father of Hester's child, he tortures him every day in 
conversation. Ironically enough, Dimmesdale is a far more 
effective minister as a sinner than he could have been as 
a saint. 

As one reads through the novel, one feels that Dimmes
dale's worst sin is his denial of human love, his failure to 

claim Hester and little Pearl as his own in spite of church 
and state. Instead he dies inwardly and is practically a 

walking corpse on the day when he finally summons courage 
enough to mount the scaffold with Hester and Pearl and 

makes a public confession. He dies in the act. 

In The House of S even Gables we see a household in 
the last stages of decay because of the curse brought upon 
the house by the original Col. Pyncheon because he had 
deprived another man of the land upon which it was built 
and by accusing him of witchcraft had brought about his 
death . The curse remained on the family ; and two hundred 

years later the family is still suffering from it. Hepzibah is a 
poor, suffering old woman, bent with sorrow and labor; 

Clifford, her brother, after serving a term in the penitentiary 
for a crime which he did not commit, has come home broken 
in mind and body to die. Their cousin, Judge Pyncheon, the 
real villain who had sent Clifford to prison, comes in to 
gloat over his victim and is stricken with death as he waits. 

Clifford too, dies, and Hepzibah is left as the sole direct 
descendant of the line. It is possible that Hawthorne was 
writing spiritual autobiography here, for one of his own an
cestors had been the famous Colonel Hathorne who had 
been present at the murder of a whole village of Pequod 
Indians when, after the carnage was over, he joined the 

other Puritans in psalms of praise and thanksgiving. Another 
ancestor had been the cruel "hanging justice" Hathorne 
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and women to death for 
ced many men . 

who had senten. l Hawthorne wrote out of hts own 
. h ft In thts nove 

wttc era . h' 1 d 
. d the guilt of ts an . 

guili~ th f the other early au ors 
more than any o . 

Hawthorne, d ' th human guilt and human mtsery. 
seemed to be oppresse Wl 'f reads only his books of 

h. reat art 1 one 
In spite of lS g ' ld ·n the impression that the 

ls one wou gat . bl 
American nove ' if whole and adrrura e 

h. day had few any 
America of ts . d . were still hidden under the 

d that all hght an JOY 
men an . 
dark cloud of Puritamsm. 

t a novelist (he wrote only one long 
Though Poe was no G d Pym ) his works too are 

· of A or on ' 
story, the Narratwe f deca and dissolution. He was not a 
filled with the theme o y h the causes that brought 

d'd he seek to s ow 
moralist nor 1 . h t rs but he actually shows 

. th lives of hts c arac e ' . f 
disaster mto e . U h . the last of a long lme o 

. Rodenck s er lS th 
us many trmes. h d h pride of race that ey 

ho have a sue 
illustrious men w . . t keep the blood pure 

· d thetr cousms o 
have always marne d inward to themselves, 

. t has always turne 
and whose mteres . "The Black Cat" is the study of 
never outward to humamty. 11 er to discipline himself. 

h r ho has lost a pow d 
an alco o tc w " . f a murder committe 
"The Tell-Tale Heart ts the story o d men 

. All Poe's characters are torture . 
by an msane man. them 
There is hardly a healthy or fully sane man among . 

Neither of the two, Hawthorne nor Poe, drew .any pic-

1 th . works we fmd very 
f the American scene. n etr 

ture o . h . time the new 
little of the bustling Amenca of t etr own . ' . 

k th great mercanttle operations 
inventions being put to wor ' e . h railroads and 
by land and sea the westward expansiOn, t e . 

telegraph lines linking the country togethe~ ~r ~~~tgro;~~: 
rtent of a great civil war. Both turned etr tg o 

po and the forces of guilt, decay, and decadence that 
inner man, 
beset him. 



The Civil War had almost no realistic chroniclers 
among the novelists. The realists were the soldiers who wrote 
letters home, the newspaper men, and the photographers, 
and even the first two were not entirely realistic. The whole 
country seemed to go back mentally to the imaginary world 
of Sir Walter Scott and his knights of the middle ages. 
Northern soldiers, to their own people and to the writers 
of fiction like Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe, were champions 
of right, fighting a holy war for the redemption of their 
dark brothers. Southern men were gallant and gentle knights 
who were defending the sacred soil of their homeland against 
the barbarian hordes of the North. One poet, Henry Timrod 
of Charleston, reminded his readers that Satan had his king
dom in the northern part of Heaven at the time that he 
rebelled against the Almighty and was cast out of Paradise 
into Hell. 

For more than a decade after the war there was very 
little of any real significance in the novels concerning the 
American character or any real view of American life. Mark 
Twain, the great humorist, emerged finally and wrote the 
great saga of the Mississippi. Huckleberry Finn and Tom 
Sawyer are two of our immortal classics. But when one ex
amines them today he finds in them little portrayal of Amer
ica of the time. Tom Sawyer is a boy's book and has little 
to offer except its humor. Huckleberry Finn is much more 
than that: it is a bitter satire of the whole way of life in the 
Mississippi valley in the ante-bellum period. Huck is actually 
a noble savage with a natural sense of right and wrong which 
clashes continually with ethics taught in the school and the 
church. He knows that he will go to hell if he helps the 
runaway slave Jim to escape, but his love for Jim as a 
friend conquers his man-made ethics and he tears up the 
letter to Jim's owner and says, "All right. I'll go to hell then." 
He sees his friends and Grangerfords all killed in a feud. He 
visits an Arkansas town where each house "mostly has hogs 
in the garden and folks driving them out." The men seem to 
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be chiefly loafers who spend most of their ( h. 1. b 
. Ime w Itt mg 

orrowmg chews of tobacco, and to relieve the bored f' 
h

. . . om o 
t eir existence occaswnally pouring kerosene on a st d 
and setting him afire. ray og 

. In. all his later books and lectures there is a bitter, mock
mg. satJre and. a sense of deep despair that man has failed to 
achieve anythmg noble or to live up to any set of standards 
t~at ~e has made for himself. He sums up the lot of all man
kmd m the phrase "The damned human race." 

. T~e ~ork of .Mark Twain marks more or less of a turn-
mg pomt m Amencan fiction. Amana- intellectuals th h.! · f · . "' , e p I os-
ophie.s o Leibrutz, Hagel, and Kant were replaced by the 
theones of Schopenhauer and Nietzsche The t d · ranscen ent-
alism of Emerson was replaced near the end f th . o e century 
by the pragmatism of William James. The novelists often 
sought to s~ow that man was what he was because of outside 
forces workmg on and in his character rath th k. er an see mg 
the caus:s within his own nature. Thus environment became 
a very Important factor to be considered in the study of 
any char~cter. There are, among the novels of the last part 
of the nmeteenth century, many adaptations of these con
cepts of the relation of man to his environment. In general 
three types of novels developed in the period from abou~ 
.~8~0 to .19,!0. We ha:e the . illustration of Schopenhauer's 
WI!~-to-hve concept I~ stones of man pitted against the 

hostlle forces of nature m such stories as Crane's "Th 0 
Boat" and J k L d , " . . e pen 

ac on on s Love of Life." Nietzsche's " ·u 
to po " . .II WI 

wer IS I ustrated in the degenerate Wolf L . 
Lo d ' Th · arsen m 

h~ on s e Sea Beast and in Frank Norris's McTeaaue 
w 1ch sho t · " ' . h w s rong men m conflict with other men and 
Wit nature Both b I N. · are a ysma brutes. Another phase of the 

Jetzschean philos h . . . 
ness op y IS apparent m the superman in busi-

' the great magnat 11. 
h. e contra mg a great corporation 

crus mg all opp . f . . ' 
to ach· h. OS! Ion and gnndmg his workers in the dust 

!eve IS ends. 
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In Ernest Poole's The Harbor, we see the engineer 
Dillon who is faced with the gigantic task of rebuilding the 
whole New York harbor to connect rail and ship lines to 
facilitate trade. He controls the disposition of millions of 
dollars worth of materials and the destinies of thousands of 
workers. Living in a tower that overlooks the whole project, 
he goes calmly on with his task in spite of strikes, riots and 
sabotage. Many men die in accidents and riots. Many are 
brought to the point of starvation because of attempts to 
organize the workers. But none of these things matter to 
Dillon. He goes on serenely to the accomplishment of his 
task. 

Curtis Jadwin, the speculator in wheat in Frank 
Norris's The Pit is another superman. His attempt to control 
the wheat market is the cause of pauperizing first the farm
ers and then the workers in industry who can no longer 
afford bread. In the end it is the great tide of wheat that 
comes from the land that breaks him. 

There were many more of these novels in the first part 
of the century. From the depiction of these utterly ruthless 
supermen has developed the world-wide conception of the 
American capitalist which apparently will not die out. The 
old cartoons used to show him dressed in a silk hat and a 
Prince Albert coat, always lurking near his lair in Wall 
Street. He furnishes the theme song for the Russian propa
ganda-makers. 

The theories of Karl Marx also had a tremendous im
pact on the American novel from 1890 on. These novels 
demonstrate the effect of the superman's actions on society, 

or at least the lower strata of society. Stephen Crane prob
ably initiated this genre with his entire naturalistic novel 

Maggie: a Girl of the Streets (1893). It is an utterly frank 
revelation of the miserable and sordid life of a girl of the 

Bowery who grows up in a home utterly devoid of beauty 

or love, ~here the mere struggle for existence is a bitter bur-
den. She JS seduced by a bartender wh 1 h . o, ow as e rs, seems a 
noble person to her because he shows her some tenderness. 
Later, he discards her and she commits suicide. 

Th~ most bitte~ denunciation of the practices of great 
corporations comes m the novels of Upt s· 1 . I on me arr. n The 
Jung!e ( 1906) we see the miserable condition of workes in a 
packmg plant. The utterly ruthless explo"t t" f . . 

. 1 a ron o 1mm1grant 
~orkers m a cold, ~nsanitary, dangerous working condition 
rs told at length. It JS a terrible tale of so d"d h · r I uman mrsery. 

In all of these novels is the theme of h ff . 
C 

uman su enng. 
ontrary to the early novels in which the guilt th 1 . 

h · d" ·d I' · erne ay m t e m rvr ua s failure to keep the laws f G d h . , . o o , t ese novels 
deal wrth mans mhumanity to man and th ·1 f . . . e gm t o a callous 
society whrch permrts the strong to exploit the weak. 

Two I_ater . portrayals of the American scene are in the 
works of Smcla1r Lewrs and William Faulk t A . . ner, wo mencan 
novelists who won the Nobel prize One d .f h E . · won ers 1 t e u-
ropean judges wer: inclined favorably toward these men be-
cause they both giVe unflatterinrr pictures of Arne . C 

· 1 h " nca er-tam Y t ey do not pull their punches. · 

In Main Street Lewis wrote what he intended 
t 1 f rt · as a por
. raya o ~ e m Gopher Prairie and of life in all small towns 
m I the ~mted States. What he attacks is the low standard of 
va ues m the town. To quote Mr Lewis· "It . f 
a com · .d . · · s conceptiOn 0 
. mumty r eal rs not the grand manner the n bl . 

tro th f . ' o e asprra-
k

.tnh, e me anstocratic pride, but cheap labor for the 
• c en and rap"d · · 
h. r mcrease m the price of land , Th I 

t mk only in term f h " . e peop e 
the . . s o t mgs, of possessions. They have lost 

I 
vrsron of the pioneers and have gained noth· . . 

pace. mg m rts 

Babbitt and Dodsworth bo . 
have achr" d are th portrarts of men who 

eve success d · 
home city Z . th b accor mg to the standards of their 
fairs that ~traeml , h ~t ~ot? .are enmeshed in the web of af

ng e t eJr mdrvrduality. Babbitt does not escape. 
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He would like to be honest but never achieves it; he does not 
desire to be unfaithful in his marriage but is bored into an 
intrigue; he would like to be more than a stand patter but 
cannot face the disapproval of a gang of good fellows. H e 
falls into the pattern and is swallowed in it. Dodsworth, 
a manufacturer of motor cars, does escape from the pattern. 
On a trip to Europe, he becomes disgusted with the cheap 
romantic intrigues of his wife, who represents the intellec
tual and ethical level of Zenith society. H e finds a new set of 
values and sets out to find some nobler purpose in life. 

Lewis too writes stories of guilt and failure. The guilt 
lies with the American middle class in that it has failed to 
find any nobler level of living. In pursuing the cheap and 
gaudy, Americans have failed to become anything more 
than trivial. 

As Lewis wrote of his imaginary city of Zenith, William 
Faulkner writes of his own Yoknapa tawpha County. H e gives 
the chronicle of the decay and dissolution of the old aristo
cratic families, the Sartorises, the Comptons, the Varners, 
the Sutphens, and the rise of the Snopeses. It is the end of 
the old aristocratic tradition that he tells. And it ends "not 
with a bang but a whimper." In Absalom) Absalom) Thomas 
Sutphen comes into a Mississippi community in 1833, stakes 
out a large plantation, marries Ellen Goldfield, and has two 
children. He amuses himself and his neighbors by having 
fights between his wild Negro bucks, sometimes fighting 
one of them himself. His first wife, a negress whom he had 
married in the West Indies and then cast off, comes with 
their son Charles Bon. Charles becomes acquainted with 
Sutphen's children, Judith and H enry, and falls in love with 
Judith. Sutphen never acknowledges his dark child, and 
Charles Bon's search for a father ends in tragedy, for Henry 
kills his half-brother to keep him from marrying Judith. 
Sutphen himself is killed long after by Wash, a white tenant 
and drinking companion, because he thinks his own child by 
Wash's daughter is of less value than a newly foaled colt. 
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In Sanctuary we have the ultimate horror in human form in 
Popeye the gangster and Temple Drake his victim. In The 
Hamlet we are shown the manners and mores of the 
Snopeses, the lower . level o~ humanity which is rising to 
power. The. protagomst of this group is Flem Snopes, treach
erous, secretive, greedy, and utterly amoral. 

As one reads Faulkner one feels that he has used th 
shock t~chnique to its ultimate limit. H e shows the monstrou: 
perversiOns of mankind in a continual recountal of cruelt 

d . "d 1 y, mur er, SUlCI e, ust, and pathologic degeneration. 

Of all our novelists, he is most concerned with th 
theme of guilt. _Again and again he shows the reason for th: 
decay of the anstocracy. They came as strong men and took 
the land from the Indians by force or fraud . They built a 
society based upon the blood and sweat of the Negro. And 
he shows the dreadfulness of the atonement. 

One writer has lamented that the present day American 
novel shows only the worst of America and does not show 
our. great national virtues, our h earty and tremendous love 
of hfe, our boldness and audacity, our o-reat genius and 

0 . k" d o , ur 
genume m ness, our pity and compassion. H e said tha t the 
novel of today seemed to have been written by a homosexual 
o.ut of work, living in a shack he had patched up on a 
clty dump. 

. Cooper's dream of the heroic natural man perfectly 
SUited to. his environment was after all a dream and passed 

~~ng With Daniel Boone, Jim Bridger, and Kit Carson. 
es_e were all men who could not live in a settled com-

mumty· a d A · · 
. . ' n men ca IS chiefly made up of settled com-

rnumties The he . I" h 
· roic qua Ity as certainly survived in all 

men of great t' II . 
. ac IOns, a oyed With cruelty and greed as it 

sometimes has been Th b . 
und k . e great usmess entrepreneur who 

erta es and carries thr h . . 
and erh . oug a great enterpnse IS as great 
ing ap a aps kills no more men than did Natty Bumpo Iead

p rty through the wilderness. 
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I think the reason for so many depressing novels lies in 
two things: The normal man who owns his home, pays his 
debts and his taxes, and goes to church on Sunday is not 
interesting to the novelist. The novelist must have aberation 
above or below the normal. Perhaps our novelists have been 
moved too much by the humanistic tradition and have been 
too concerned in showing the plight of the miserable and 
unfortunate. But we must grant the artist the right to work 
in the materials of his own choosing. 

The other reason for the novel of violence with its 
gruesome dwelling on lust and murder is the great appetite 
of the reading public for garbage. The writer who must sell 
his work to live must write to suit the taste of the public. 
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A PSYCHOLOGICAL INTERPRETATION 

OF JUDAISM 

By R ABBI jAMEs A. WAx 

(R ead at a m eet ing of "THE E GYPTIANs," 

November 17, 1955 ) 

The subject of this paper, though limited to the discus
sion of one religion, will touch upon theological problems 
common to many if not a ll the great religious traditions of 
the Western World. If the writer seems zealous for the par
ticular religious tradition which h e espouses, he would state 
at the outset that he h as in his heart the profoundest respect 
and deepest reverence for the principles and practices of the 
other great religions. 

Likewise, it ought to be said that the writer believes that 
it is not necessary for religious truths to have scientific verifi
cation. R eligious truths, represen ting Divine Vvisdom, are in 
no need of scientific or philosophical affirmations. R eligious 
teachings expressing the Will of God are eternal and inher
ently right and intrinsically ethical, whether they are con
fi rmed or rejected by the research and findings of modern 
scholars or scientists. The proclamations of Moses do not need 
the endorsement of Einstein ; the teachings of Isaiah do not 
need the affirmation of Comte; the utterances of J esus do not 
need the confi rmation of Eddington. Religious truths, divine 
truths, stand on their own ! 

Nevertheless, it is wise and well to examine from time to 
time certain religious teachings and traditions and to note the 
degree of compatibility, for example, between science and re
ligion. If certain scientific theories coincide with and confirm 
certain religious teachings, this might be an added source of 
faith-though of course fai th is not dependent upon such con
firmation. In this paper we shall examine some of the major 
teachings of Judaism in the light of the relatively new science 
of psychoanalysis. Both psychology and psychoanalysis are 
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concerned with human behavior. Though one is more pro
found and far-reaching than the other, both attempt to un
derstand and explain, as Dorsey puts it, "why we behave like 
human beings." 

The nature of man is intricate and involved. Human 
personality is complex and has many components. Freud 
declared that man is divided into three parts-instinct, con
sciousness, and conscience. These three components of human 
personality are, by their nature, in conflict with one another. 
The "id"-the psychonalytical term for our instincts, provides 
the driving energy for life, our loves, anger, and ambitions. 
Our consciousness, or our ego, is that part of the mind which 
is in contact with the external world and which enables us to 
judge reality correctly; and our conscience, or super-ego, built 
up of commandments and prohibitions as we learn them from 
our first teachers, our parents, or their substitutes. The goal 
of man should be to harmonize these three basic divisions. To 
the degree that we wisely balance these three components do 
we become integrated personalities, productive and creative 
members of society. 

Stating the goal of man less technically and in more 
popular language, we should say that man should try to 
achieve maturity-that maturity which, as Rabbi Liebman 
says, "enables a person to accept life as full of tensions, when 
he does not torment himself with childish guilt feelings, but 
avoids tragic adult sins; when he knows how to postpone im
mediate pleasures for the sake of some long-term values; 
when he makes peace with the unarguable fact that he is not 
omnipotent, nor is anyone else on earth, but that all men 
must share each other's frailties and draw from each other's 
powers ... a maturity that manifests itself in the qualities of 
tenacity, dependability, cooperation and the inner desire to 
work and sacrifice for a nobler future of mankind." The aim 
of man can thus be stated in one or two ways: The reconcil
iation of the conflicting desires inherent in his nature, or the 
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quest for maturity-the realization of h " h . 
ual a realistic and a reas bl . w IC gives the individ
man, the world, and life. ona y WISe understanding of God, 

Keeping in mind these criteria of s f . 
happy living, let us ask "D d . uccess ul, creative, and 

· ' oes Ju aism hel · 
his conflicts and achieve . ? P man reconCile 

matunty Does Jud · . 
those insights by which h · aism give man 

e can understand th · . 
and enable him to find in 1. . e Issues of hfe 

. . re Igwn that source of f . h h. 
will equip him to live confid tl d . ait w tch 

en Y an creatively?" 

Judaism, like all religions, is God-cen . 
Hebrews, with rare intuitio d . tered. The ancient 

n an umque geni f d G the universal God Wh l us, oun od-
ose ove extended to all W 

not concerned in this paper w"th d" . men. e are 
· . I a ISCUSSIOn of ll th tnbutes ascnbed to G d a e at-

o ' save only those th t 1 
our subject. The God of I 

1 
a are re evant to 

srae was a God fr 1 . 
everlasting-a God without b . . .om ever astmg to 

egmnmo- and With t d W 
Moses inquired of God co . Hb . ou en · hen 

ncernmo- Is na G d 
"I am that I am"- G d .b me, 0 answered, 

a 0 who IS etern 1 b" 
laws of life and dea th Th . f" . a ' not su Ject to the 

· e m mity of G d · h 
time, as in all other aspects . . . o m t e matter of 
. ' Is m no Wise comp . d G 
rs envisaged as all-power£ 1 . h romise . od 
without being authori.ta .u' a mig ty ~nd ever-present Power, 

nan or tyrann 1 G d . 
all-powerful but not d . ~ca . o IS regarded as 
the Jew conceived o/~ ad espotic deity. The finite mind of 

of mercy, kindness love o das One ~assessed of the qualities 
G ' ' an compasswn H od-a God wh · e was an accessible 

o was remote yet H 
though sovereign a d near. e was a God Who 

n supreme would not d . ' . ' ommate. 
Ench Fromm b ·lr 

Psychoanalysis and'; l" ~I zant psychoanalyst, in his book 

God: the authoritaria~ zgzodn, hspehaks of the two concepts of 
c an t e umanisti Th J · ept more closely a . c. e ewish con-
mud man is spoken ppfroximates the humanistic. In the Tal-
a G d - 0 as a co-worker 

o so exalted b ' a partner of God-not 
· a ove man that H 

so nrgh that G d e cannot be reached but 0 andman ' are partners. Unlike an earthly 
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monarch, He can be approached and in a spirit of warm in
formality. Many of the prayers of the Hassidim (modern mys
tics) represen t a speaking to God as informally as to a human 
being. The Jew felt sufficiently close to God to question His 
ways and even to challenge them . Rabbi Levi Itzhak Ber
ditchev had the spiritual daring to come before God and 
say, "Why don't You, 0 God, emulate ~ome of our a ttri
butes?" Indeed, such questions and challenges were spoken 

with reverence and awe. 
Although no mortal could, in the Jewish view, become 

God- God was the model after whom finite m an should 
fashion himself: "Even as God is merciful, so should you be 
merciful; even as God is loving, so should you be loving," 
declared the sages of the Midrash. God cannot be equalled, 
but God can and should be imitated morally and ethically. 
"Ye shall be as holy as I , the Lord your God, am holy," sum
marizes the sublime thought. God wants m an to be ethically 
and morally like Himself. While recognizing the infinity of 
God, Judaism emphasized what the Divine and man had in 
common and could h ave in common. Of the m any attributes 
which are ascribed to the D eity, one in par ticular must be 
mentioned: In Judaism God is a God of life-H e gives life 
and in His hands is life. He is a living God. In the ritual of 
the penitential season, starting with the New Year and culmi
nating in the Day of Atonement, God is referred to as a King 
who delightest in life-a God of life, a living God who is life, 
who gives life. At no time did the Jew identify death with the 
Deity or believe that the Deity preferred death to life. 

Evaluating the Jewish concept of God in terms of modern 
psychoanalytical criteria, we note that God is living, eternal, 
and accessible. There is in this concept the positive-the af
firmative . Inner security can be found in the God of Judiasm. 
Attachment to Him Who was, is, and always will be, gives the 
individual a sense of assurance. The spirit of Judiasm's ideas 
of God is one of cheerfulness. No morbid thought of death, 

no intimation of annihilation (even if softened by faith in 
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the afterlife ) b . mars the spirit of revlty of his earth ly pi! . man and accentuates the 
a se gn marre. To d II nse, to embitt l' f "' we upon death . . h. er 1 e and to k lS, m 
t mk of God as a God of l"f h rna e man less useful. T o 
~a~ live more confident! 1 e s ould exalt the spirit and he! J 

fncndly " th " y. Tho concept of the "h " l . ' . e understandin , G uman, the 
pwached, lS psycholorrically i g od, who is easily ap-
and mad · · . . "' mportant M · e mslgmflcant in tl . an !S not dwarfed 
great, too mirrhty t b 1e presence of a Deity Wh . 
h bl "' o e concern d . h o !S too 

urn est mortal Th I . e Wlt the needs f h 
f h · e re a twnsh · · o t e 
at er and his ch 'ld E lp lS a close one like h . l . ven as a ch' ld f , a uman 

ness and mtimacy with his e ti ll f eels a nearness, a close-
same pr · · ar 

1 
Y ather opmqmty with his H ' so man enjoys the 

eavenly Father. 

Maturity comes throu h . . 
mon rather than l . ~ stl essmg what is held . 
d 'f emp 1as1Zm0' d' · . m com-

! ferences in a situati . "' lStmctlve differences Wh . on- m status g ' r . . ere 
-are accentuated, there im . ' ~a lty, vntue, know led e 
the family of which G d . matunty lS fostered. To belo ~ 
th t d . . o lS the Head . ng o 

a lvme warmth and fe llow 1 . 1 ~ to have and enjoy 
that he counts for sometl . s 1lp which makes man feel 
apprecia ted. The God of J1ldng_ and that he is wanted and 
m . u a!sm tl h a~, lS yet very close, ethical! ' ~o.ug above and beyond 
This clos~ relationship betwee: ' ~pmtually, psychologically. 
compromises th"' true od and man in no . d' · ~ nature of G d w1se 

Igmty or divinity. The J . l o or .detracts from H ' 
pr t d . ewis 1 con f !S e e m psychoanalytical ter . cept o the Deity, inter-
man that feelino· and . ~s, lS salu tary and sound .. 
issues of life o faith which will enable h im t ' glvmg · 1 o meet the 

. . Man, accordino· to Fr d mto thr"e o eu ' as we have • d . c . ~ areas often in conflict . h no,e ' lS divided 
onscwu_sness, and conscience . wit ?ne another-instinct, 

uatecl hnn. R eligion, lonO' b .f ~e descnbecl ra ther than eval
tormcntecl and oft"n t "' c me Freud, taught that rna . ~::y the ;on flict ,. ' one 

0~:,!;,:ot~f;i;:" , Religion chacac~o;' 
an the soui J ud. esn and the spirit th 

motivated by conflicting ·:~~~~:~~· ;~cogni"d t hat man' wa: 
. 1e rabbis m the Talmud 
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spoke of the impulse toward evil and the impulse toward 
good. The impulse toward evil, though real and ever-present, 
was not necessarily dominant. The moral challenge of man 
was to strengthen his impulse toward good, so that it would 
prevail. Man, in the Jewish view, is not inherently or basically 
evil. If one could state the matter mathematically, man would 
be fifty percent evii and fifty percent good, but it is the good 
that is predominant. 

Even the sex instinct which is identified with evil is, in 
Judaism, ennobled and invested with a sense of sanctity. 
Freud, who declared that sex was a strong motivating factor 
in human life, was anticipated by the rabbis of the Talmud, 
who asserted that were it not for the sex impulse man would 
never marry, establish a home, till the fields, or work for a 
living. Sexual life, in conformity with the laws of morality, 
was not a concession but a commandment. In the Shulchon 
Aruch, the medieval Jewish law code that became the norm 
of Jewish life, cohabitation between husband and wife at 
certain times was definitely encouraged. Birth control was 
looked upon favorably by the rabbis of the Talmud. Thus 
we see that what is usually referred to as "evil" is, in Judaism, 
interpreted as good. The darker side of life is made lighter 
by a profound understanding of human nature and an earnest 
attempt to guide the inherent forces in human beings toward 
good. Man's baseness is to a degree obscured by his nobility 
as a child of God. 

The point is well made by Prof. Samuel Cohon: "Juda
ism holds that man's nature is free from moral depravity and 
innate evil. Moral, as distinguished from physical evil, ensues 
only at man's own will; by his self-alienation from Torah and 
good deeds. The idea of original sin was considered by the 
rabbis of the Talmud and rejected. Crescas, a fourteenth cen
tury philosopher, summarized the rabbinical attitude: "The 
punishment which Adam suffered for his sin was physical and 
not spiritual." Judaism does not believe that the misdeeds of 
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the first couple defl d . 
low d J . 1 e or mfected th 

e : udaJsm believes ve cle e generations that fol-
does sm-but not that h . ry arly and definitely that 
bo · e 1s a sinn Th man 

rn smner is incons· t er. e belief that rna . 
. 1s ent with h . n 1s a created m th . t e behef th 

e Image of God If . . at man was 
was created in God's . . . lt lS true that rna h 
God? Image, Is a sinner-what d h n, w o 

oes t at make 
In Judaism · r . as lU the other r . 

llll~e character and Jimitatio re Igwns, man, because of his 
attnbute to God h ns, does not know G d 
h uman traits If 0 -yet we 
um~n traits if man is by . ow ~an we attribute to God 

Judaism d nature a smner d . 
ff" oes not accept this low . an giVen to evil? 

a Irms that he is "but little lo estimate of man, but rathe~ 
one reads the acco f wer than the angels " u unt o ere t. . · · .n.owever 
supreme. "M a lon m Script 

an was created i h . ure, man stands 
lofty concept' "Wh . n t e Image of G d" 

h . at Is man that Th o -what a 
;-w at an exalted position! Pr f ou art mindful of him?" 
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be that we would overcome the feeling that we are merely 
puppets drawn from one war into another and forever living 
in a world defiled by needless poverty and misery . Man can
not solve his personal problems by regarding himself as " fallen 
man." The Jewish view of man gives the individual a sense 

of just and proportionate significance and maizes for self
confidence. Man, being conscious of his power, can resolve 

the conflicts of which Freud spoke-h e can achieve that ma
turity which will enable him to bear the inevitable tensions 
of life and enjoy a workable, realistic and harmonious rela

tionship with his fellowman. Rabbi Liebman , speaking of the 
Jewish view of man, declared: "l believe that th e psycholog

ical insight of Judaism is at this point verified a thousandfold 

by psychiatry." 
It must be added further that the Jewish attitude toward 

sex, which is an integral part of the nature of man, is whole
some. To regard sex as sinful, as vile, is to give one a sense 
of guilt, even where the relationship is legitimate and moral. 
Much of the neuroses of our time has its origin in the mis
taken notion that any sexual relationship is inherently evil. 

Judaism, aware of man's real nature, has evolved no attitude 
toward sex that would make man feel an unwarranted sense 
of guilt. This is a negative assertion but a vital one. There 

are sufficient moral laws for man to observe. Why then , create 
an attitude toward an aspect of life that is not intrinsically 

sinful? Let man feel a sense of guilt for the sins against God 
and against man, but not encourage a neurotic guilt because 
man was created by God with certain animal instincts. The 

Jewish view of man, considered in both positive and negative 

terms, is an essentially healthy view. 
Both the Jewish concept of God and of man are psycho

logically sound, and the effect of the Jewish beliefs in these 
areas of religion will enable man to resolve the basic issues 

of life and help to establish a better social order. 
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Lastly, we consider the Jewish attitude toward life. Here, 
too, we shall find that the Jewish attitude makes for confident 
living. Of the six hundred and thirteen laws of the Torah, the 
first is: "Be fruitful and multiply." What a simple yet pro
found declaration-let life increase and flourish . How sublime 
is the statement in Deuteronomy: "I set before you this day 
life and death, the blessing and the curse; choose life." This 
life is not unimportant, to be regarded merely as a prelude 
to a greater life beyond. Man, according to Jewish law, may 
not take his own life. How significant is the traditional toast 
of the Jew: "L'chaim"-"T_o life!" How Judaism glorifies 
life! God's most precious gift to man is the gift of life, and 
man is enjoined to make the most of it-not to retreat from it 
but to share its manifold experiences with zest and earnestness. 
It is significant that, in all the long history of the Jew, no 
ascetic or monastic movements of any consequence ever de
veloped. The Essenes were the only group who believed in 
withdrawal from life, but this group was small and exerted 
no widespread or permanent influence in Judaism. To deny 
oneself the legitimate joys of life has not been the Jewish at
titude. During the awesome days of the penitential season, the 
Jew prays, "Inscribe us in the Book of Life." Even in the 
darkest moments of countless centuries of adversity, the Jew 
held tenaciously to life. The Jew does not share the view that 
this life is secondary to the afterlife. We are not to forfeit our 
opportunities or ignore our obligations here because our stay 
in this world is brief. We are enjoined to find in life joy and 
happiness. Judaism does not believe that a denial of the legiti
mate joys and pleasure of life is essential to morality. The 
Hasidic Movement of the late middle ages emphasized moral
ity and encouraged joy. Even the fulfillment of the Com
mandments was associated with joy. The rabbis declared that 
the reward of doing a good deed was inner joy. One could 
multiply examples and cite endless statements from the vast 
ethical literature of Judaism which attest to the worthwhile
ness of life and the admonition to enjoy life. How sound is 
this view psychologically! 
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Modern man, burdened with his personal problems, liv
ing in a time of uncertainty and insecurity, needs to feel that 
life, with all its travail, its trouble is worthwhile-that life 
need not be bereft of those legitimate experiences that please 
and sa tisfy man. How can man solve his problems if he is 
discouraged by the though t that, really, this life doesn' t mat
ter ? How can man live creatively if he is dominated by the 
idea tha t life is not worthwhile? Why reconcile the conflicts 
of which Freud spoke or harmonize the opposing impulses 
of which religion speaks, if it really does not matter? Con
tempora ry man must be made to feel that our sojourn here, 
though brief and beset by numerous conflicts and problems 
is worthwhile. T he J ewish concept of life would be approved 
by every physician who understands and works with the emo
tional and spiritual problems of man. 

The limitations of time necessarily curtail the number 
of J ewish teachings and concepts that we can consider in 
this paper. It is safe to assert, and true, that even as the J ew
ish idea of God, man, the world, and life are psychologically 
sound so, too, are the other basic and fundamental views of 
Judaism. Judaism recognizes the true character of na ture and 
human nature. It has, perhaps intuitively, respected the na
ture of man and his needs, and thus espouses an ethical code 
that makes for moral growth and ultimate perfection-while 
simultaneously giving man inner security and peace of mind. 

The advancement of mankind toward a better world 
depends upon the mental heal th of the men and women 
who comprise society. People who feel their status is inferior, 
who feel inadequate, who lack confidence cannot really 
comprehend the moral precepts of religion and translate 
them into a living reali ty. We must keep before us always 
the though t that the supreme blessing is peace-peace for 
the individual and peace for mankind. I n H ebrew the word 
for peace is "sholom," which comes from the root word 
"sholam," meaning completeness, wholeness. Let us strive 

by our utterances and 
b. our h am IvaJent force . preac m en ts to h . 

a complete man~~n man and the world, 'in ord:~mol1lze. the 
sights of J . nd the one world Th to achieve 
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PREHISTORIC DISCOVERIES IN ART 

By NEUTON S. STERN, M .D. 

(Re ad at a m ee ting of " THE EGYPTIANs," March 15, 1956) 

It is certain that art as expressed in drawing and paint
ing existed long before the age of history began. Four or five 
thousand years ago writing was invented and we have found 
inscriptions on rock, tombs, tablets, and ceramics dating from 
that time. By then art was well developed in Egypt and 
Sumeria, and in older sites now exposed by the archeologist's 
shovel. The earliest art that we know dates back 20,000 years. 
We may well call what we have found art, because form, 
painting and motion were even then admirably depicted. You 
are all familiar with the animal paintings on the cave walls 
in France and Spain, supposed to have been done by the Cro
Magnon men. But rock paintings, carved bones and ivories 
have been found of equal age elsewhere, and indicate that 
art was no new thing. Even these were probably the results 
of centuries of skill, because only fine artists would have been 
delegated to do such work, and supported during the weeks 
and months these must have taken. So the beginnings go back 
into the dim past; to put ourselves into those very distant 
clays, we shall have to use our best imagination based on 
human nature as we find it, and on art as it was first revealed 
to our eyes. 

The more modern scientists make psychological tests on 
animals. We are now aware that an imals have intelligence 
and solve problems and even that they think abstractly. It 
was recently shown that a canary could be taught to find food 
beneath an aspirin tablet among five reel checkers or chess 
men. When the food was placed under an odd object among 
several screws standing on their heads, the canary found 
its reward without difficulty. This indicated abstract thinking 
-find this odd object and search there. Not only was the 
aspirin tablet a symbol of food to be found, but the difference 
between one object and others was a symbol of the hiding 
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As always some men in each human field are more skillful 
than othe,.. The •hamao oc chieftain wa. probably the m"'t 

'killful; o; pc.hap, the mo., •killed became the •haman,. 
They had time to be t;ained and to pmctice, Once othe, 
hunted for them and •upplied thci; need,. With arti"ic tem
p erament, a man might do good work. He would discard use
!., lin" and make every 'troke and em-ve tell. Every po"ure 
and activity could be portmyed. Some line. might then h.. 
thickened o; put in ext;a fo; 'hadow, or he U'Cd for texture a. 
baiT. Thu, line d<awing devdoped with depiction of all the 
thing, in which they were mo,t intc."ted, animal,, fW,, 
hunting, spears, bows and arrows-and men. 

When a man began to feel the arti.,ic U'l(e you may 
imagine that a. today he would want to d;aw a. much and a. 
often a. he could. When he loft the •month du"y 'Pot, oc the 
beach, he might pick up a piece of gray clay and dcaw again" 
a dark "one. Tbi, COuld be erMed, M Well a. hi, lin, in the 
Mnd, and he might try again. When he got back to the fi<e a 
picoc of chaned wood would """ imtead of the clay. lie 
would remembe; how children laughed when they put a 
daub on e~ch othe;', face in play. Now he could do the Mn>e 
with diffc.ent intent lie could try to repment '"me animal 
by line. on hi, neighbor', body o; face o; he might try mm!y 
to give him an unwual appea.ance and try to make him ho;
•ible and C.ightening like a god. Thu, began the act of bodily decoration. 

A• time, wore on, and •kill. de,cended from teachcc to 
pupil, high degcec. of art~tk "'u!t, wne obtained. Since 
dcawing, on .and oc mud, or with clay on <ock could b,. do. 
"myed, •moothcd out, or cubbed oc wailied off, arti.,, began 

to think of ""me way in which thei; wock could be made le" 
evano.cent. They had noticed that theic flint knive, could 
"'ateh bone, o; 'Ccape •oft "one away, and thi., kd them 
to the idea that they could carve on wood or bone or ivory, 
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or peck or carve on stone. Some of the objects thus made 
have been found and are among earliest examples of artistic 
endeavor. 

In using solid materials, solid effects were obtained and 
this probably led to simple modeling out of mudpie and 
clay. The earliest art we find then represented a late stage, 
because they were types that could be permanent. There were 
outline carvings in bone and ivory, there were line drawings 
in caves and line carvings on flat rock cliffs. 

Some of these latter types were at times drawn in colors, 
so that for similar reasons to those above we know that the 
use of colors was already ancient. The colors were the simplest 
ones, such as could be made from charcoal, ashes, clay, or 
earth colors. 

When colors were used, the user-and the observer
got pleasure merely from the color. Today you hear it said 
"I love pink," or "blue is my favorite color." There is a sensi
tivity, a fine emotional reaction, to the color alone. Blue tends 
to be depressing. Red has an exciting, or a passionate effect, 
probably because of its relation to blood. Thus a flat surface 
could be coated by a single or a combination of colors without 
more ado. Some of our famous artists today, such as Kan
dinsky, use this simple primitive technic. This arouses emo
tions, pleasurable or otherwise, but has no meaning. 

Since drawing had already depicted natural forms and 
figures, the primitives filled in their outlines with colors 
which our own children do in their color books. Eventually 
the outlines themselves were delineated in color, and later 
patches of color were shaped to have form but no outlines 
were used. This was the beginning of real painting. This type 
of picture is found on cliffs and cave walls along side of the 
outline drawings. Eventually even some carved figures were 
pecked into the stone without definite outlining. Some of these 
paintings in the Altamira caves for instance were done in 
three colors. There are wonderfully lifelike representations of 
mammoths, deer, antelopes, horses, boars and bisons. 
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pictun" of all 'YP" of human activity were evontually intro
duced. We find these mixtures of patterns not only on 
ceramics, but in the wall paintings in the tombs and ruins of 

Tiryns, Mycenx and Knossus. 
In the earliest art of Egypt, the drawings of the human 

figure, unlike the Grecian on.,, were already ronv<ntionalized 
-head in profile, eye frontal, shoulders and torso frontal, 
legs and feet in profile. Why this convention was used, no 
one knows, but the reasons were significant enough to main
tain the convention over hundreds of centuries without 
change. No doubt there was some religious motive back of it. 
No other reason, I believe, would be so powerful and so 
"pe.-roanent." That thei< ,kill W'" •uffioient •o that they 
need not have done this we may conclude from their beau
tiful bird, fish , and animal drawings, along side of these 

human beings. Let us become somewhat more technical for a little 

while and discuss the materials of artistic endeavor, rather 

than the endeavor itself. 
Dust and sand drawings were well enough to start and 

to practice because they could be erased and repeated over 
and over, but there was no permanency to them. A footstep, 
the wind, high tide were enough to destroy them. As 
suggested above, probably the earliest pigment was the 
charcoal of partly burned wood saved from the fire. Its 
blackness was sufficient to give it contrast on any surface 
including a dark skin. White ashes left from completely 
consumed embers or bones would offer an excellent contrast 
to the black. It was first noted when the dirtied fingers 
from picking up the charcoal were by accident passed across 
the face or body. The idea of using the charcoal in stick 
form naturally followed. And just as naturally followed the 
charcoal rubbed to a powder. Soot was just as black, and 
was in fact purer, but it must have come later, when it was 
obtained from the bottom of a cooking vessel, or from soxne 

sort of flue when fireplaces were used. 
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was used, and was satisfactory enough to be continued into 

the historical Renaissance, when it was replaced by linseed 
oil. By using these bases for holding the pigments, and by 
means of which they might be smoothly spread, the drawings 

and paintings achieved a relative permanence, especially if 
they weco pcotcoted again" the elemen", >' in tomb•, and 

caves, or buried walls. 
The next most likely pigment after the carbon, was 

white ash es of wood or bones. No doubt this was promptly 

supplemented by clay which might dry or be pulverized into 
white or gray. The keen observant eye of our prehistoric 

man who was interested in art did not pass by a red rock 
when h e chanced upon it. An iron ore that we call hematite 
was blood red , and if enough "elbow grease" was used it 
could be powdered and used for painting. Red is a beautiful 
color and an exciting one since it had associations with 

wounds and bleeding, and soon was used whenever its effects 
were desired. The Mayans found a red pigment by roasting 

the superstructure of large ant hills that they found in the 
forests. They used too a blue pigment whose source we do 

not know with any certainty. 

There were other earth colors obtained from the ground 

or soft stones. Some were dull colored when originally found; 

they were ochres, yellow and brown. When roasted they 
became more brilliant. We still use burnt sienna and burnt 
umber as two of the most important pigments today. They 

seemed to become lighter and almost to change color when 

These pigments when found were usually not pure, so 

they were selected, ground or crushed roughly, picked over, 
washed and reground by stone against stone, either by what 

we could call mortar and pestle, or by a roller on a flat 
stone. Then they were saved, or mixed with the base at once. 

thinned and especially if mixed with white. 
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ANALYSIS OF A NEWSPAPER 

Bv W. C. TEAGUE 

(Read at a meeting of "THE EGYPTIANs/' April 19, 1956) 

The reader of a newspaper, it has often been said by 

newspaper people, ordinarily feels that it arrives on his porch 

or in his mailbox through processes he regards as remarkable 

but mysterious. In attempting an analysis of a modern 

newspaper, I shall endeavor to indicate how much of truth 

or error there may be in that concept. 

Primarily a newspaper is the end product of an organi

zation that gathers and distributes the news. News, essen

tially, is information about what has just happened or is 

just about to happen. 

Perhaps the best known definition of news is that 

which holds that it develops only when a man bites a dog. 

A somewhat more accurate statement is that news is made 

up by the same old things happening to a different set of 

people. 

A well known but probably erroneous impression is that 

the word was born when a publisher long ago headed his 

columns of reports from North, East, West and South with 

initials to spell NEWS. 

Considering the content of present-day newspapers, I 
think you m ay agree that there is no single word elastic 

enough to take it all in. The fact is that the newspaper of 

today is supposed to inform, entertain, educate, admonish 

and on occasion to reprove and indict. 

First I shall ask you to consider your newspaper, or any 
other, as the center of a series of concentric circles from 

which information is gathered, edited and processed for dis
tribution in printed and pictorial form. 
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The first circle is made up of the metropolitan area of 
the community in which publication is had. Next comes one 
that includes the region the newspaper serves. Third is the 
nation and finally there is the world at large. 

So-called local news is gathered by what newspaper 
people call the city side, namely reporters whose activities 
are directed to getting and writing the happenings in the 
first circle of coverage. The major part of such news is 
obtained from established beats or rounds to which reporters 
are regularly assigned. 

I may mention the courts, governmental offices, police 
stations, the sheriff's office and other places where business 
is done and news always originates. Other reporters are kept 
available for assignment when and as news develops. 

Regional news is handled in the main by correspondents 
who live in the communities it is advisable to cover. News 
services such as the Associated Press, United Press and Inter
national News Service are likewise available on regional 
coverage. 

In addition, newspapers of any considerable size have 
special representatives in appropriate state capitals, the 
national capital and any other locations regarded as strategic 
as far as news of interest and value to the newspaper and its 
readers is concerned. 

The news services mentioned, as well as a host of others 
at home and abroad, help take care of national and inter
national developments. Many of the larger newspapers of the 
world maintain their own news services, especially in the 
realm of foreign affairs, and usually make their reports 
available to others at a price. 

Otherwise there is a vast complex of so-called syndicates 
that will provide comic strips, advertising matter, feature 
artcles, pattern services, advice to the lovelorn, columns of 
all sorts, polls of public opinion, poetry of a kind, allegedly 
humorous matter and what have you. 
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Advertising is sold by a local staff and by agencies, both 
local and national in scope. Agencies represent newspapers 
as well as corporate and individual clients. 

Advertising is a highly specialized and fascinating aspect 
of modern newspapering, particularly in the manner of pre
paring and presenting appeals for whatever commodities and 
services are offered. The reputable newspaper screens the 
copy offered with a great deal of care in the effort to keep 
our fraudulent or improper material. In a limited time I 
can do no more than allude to advertising. 

Contrary to what you may have heard, as a rule a sort 
of armed neutrality prevails between the news and adver
tising departments of a newspaper. There is a daily conflict 
of opinion as to proper balance between news and adver
tising. No editor ever had enough news space and no ad
vertising manager ever thought there could be too much 
advertising. 

Now, after having presented what I am aware is a 
highly sketchy account of how and where a newspaper obtains 

its subject matter, I shall try to suggest to you what happens 
to those portions of the invariable overabundance that are 
chosen for publication. 

Everything that comes out m a newspaper originally 
appears in written or pictorial form on paper or the equiv
alent thereof. After it has been edited, corrected, revised, 
cut down and marked for the printer, including headlines, 
it goes to the composing room. 

From the paper the material IS transferred to metal, 
chiefly through the medium of typesetting machines of one 
remarkable sort or another, for there is little hand work these 
days. In the case of photographs or drawings, metal plates 
known as cuts are made. 
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Otherwise delivery is effected by all available means of 
transportation, sometimes including airplanes. Trucks and 
trains are the main reliance, with trucks employed in handling 
other commodities doubling as newspaper carrier to a great 
many points. 

Such, in brief and with the omiSSIOn of many highly 
interesting machines and processes, is substantially what the 
newspaper does every day in the year in the course of pro
ducing and delivering its product. 

There are several editions of a newspaper each day, 
partly to take care of late-breaking news and partly to allow 
time for delivery to more distant points. Usually one edition 
is planned for each of the main circulation areas. News of 

special interest to one section will be replaced by news of 
special interest to the other and so on until the final or city 
edition is put to bed. 

The goal is to retain throughout news of general con
cern, which simplifies the process of assembly and also holds 
down costs. 

At this moment, I dare say, every known means of trans
portation and communication is being employed in the 
transmission of news and in the delivery of newspapers. 

The main reliance for transmitting information these 
days is the teletype machine, or electrically operated type
writer effect that you may have seen and heard. Copy pre
pared for sending on the teletype is punched onto waxed 
paper tape, with assigned combinations of holes representing 
letters and symbols. 

After the tape has been punched, it is set in a sending 
machine which pulls it over a set of points that generate 
electrical impulses so that every receiving machine hooked up 
along the line will write the same thing at the same instant 
at the rate of about 60 words a minute. 
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The managing editor is charged with general supervision 
of the placing and handling of everything that goes into the 
newspaper after decisions have been made about what to 
use and where and how much. 

The city editor looks out for local items. The stream of 
telegraphic copy is handled by the telegraph editor as far as 
national and international news is concerned. The news 
editor supervises the reading and editing of copy, the writing 
of headlines and so on. The make-up editor must see that 
type is placed where it is wanted in the forms. 

If a paper has a Sunday edition, it also has a Sunday 
editor who labors with the special features that appear in 
such an affair. 

The man who cares for state and regional matter is 
ordinarily known as state news editor-at The Commercial 
Appeal he is a tri-state editor. Then we have editors for 
radio and television, amusements, society, markets, churches, 
schools, sports and who knows what all. The theory is the 
same but the application of it varies somewhat from paper 
to paper. 

In other words, the handling of news, pictures and fea
tures is departmentalized with responsibility for accuracy, 
clarity and so on rising in increasing measure from the 
original reporter, reviewer, photographer or whatever through 
a series of checkpoints. 

As for the objective in newspaper wntmg, the main 
emphasis is on simple language and accuracy as to names, 
addresses, dates, and facts generally rather than on fine 
writing. The underlying theory is that if a reporter gets the 
facts and puts them down so people can understand them 
he will have as good a story as the circumstances permit. 

Brevity is more often demanded than obtained, but it is 
sought after. To employ a newspaper cliche, if you tell it 
to the Sweeneys then the Van Stuyvesants can understand it. 
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The dominating principle in American newspapering 
today is that facts should be told in news stories without 
slant or bias and that the expression of opinion should be 
reserved for the editorial page. It is an ideal difficult to 
realize, but the effort is made as a rule, barring scandal 
sheets and what is left of the so-called yellow press. 

Now editorials are ordinarily written on assignment and 
after careful consideration and discussion at an editorial 
conference held daily and including editorial writers, the 
editor in chief, the editorial page cartoonist and other key 
members of the staff when and as their presence may be 
desired. 

An editorial writer is supposed to continue to be a 
reporter and keep in touch with what goes on in the world 
through contacts as well as reading and observation. The 
old idea that an editorial writer dwelt in an ivory tower has 
been entirely abandoned in theory and largely in practice. 

In current concepts editorials are not confined largely 
to politics and economics, as used to be the case in great 
measure. There is more comment on manners, morals and 
customs. The trend today is also away from personalities in 
political discussions. The editorial is more apt to be directed 
to the reader's reason than to his emotions. 

There is no one left today, as far as I can recall, who 
thunders down from an editorial Olympus as did the giants 
of the era of what has been termed personal journalism. 
That, I think, is attributable to the fact that the newspaper 
is no longer the only major factor in informing the people, 
though it continues to be the largest medium in the field as 
far as detailed information is concerned. A changed ap
proach has been dictated. 

People still like the personal touch, however, and news
papers have turned to columnists of many kinds and varieties 
who write under their own names. Practically all newspapers 
carry one of more columns, often as an editorial page feature. 
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In numerous other cases, newspapers have retained 

individual ownership and control of news and editorial 
policies, but have formed corporations to h andle all business 
affairs jointly, including the sale of advertising. The trend 
toward so-called chain newspaper operations has been accel
erated by the same conditions, though the chains themselves 

have eliminated losers by shutting them down or through 
the purchase of direct competition in the morning or evening 

field, as the case might be. 
There are numerous citieS where both afternoon and 

morning papers are owned by the same individual or chain. 

K ansas City, Memphis and Atlanta are examples, but there 

are others in plenty. 
It is pertinent to ask, then, whether apprehension as to 

monopoly and charges that it exists are valid. While it may 
lie within the realm of semantics, I question the accuracy of 

accusations of monopoly if the term is applied in the op
probious sense it acquired in trust-busting and muck-raking 

days. 
In other words, anyone who h as the mon ey and cares to 

risk it can start a newspaper today anywhere he likes. He 
can without any difficulty obtain the necessary equipment 
and the services of the press associations, either the Associated 

Press, which is co-operative, or of the others that make a 

business of providing news and features. 

In a case or so where a newspaper organization has ap

peared to exploit its so-called monopoly position, the courts 

have dealt harshly, for one thing. 
For another thing, it seems to me unrealistic to feel that 

today's newspapers, however owned and sponsored, could 
long get away with slanting or suppressing news, even if 
they were unwise enough to attempt it . That is to say there 
are too many radio and television stations, too many news 
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free expression and the ga:ai~s m the main a vehicle for 
formation and o . . enng and distribution f . pmwn patterned o m-
~eople who know what is oin on the conviction that 

It whether they like it or dislike i~. on can do something about 

As far as I h am concerned at th 
ope I have given you so . d e moment I can only 

of wheels that ha me I ea of the number and ve to turn and h variety 
your newspaper. mes before you can get 
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RESEARCH AND SOCIETY 

BY DR. C. B. WEISS 

(Read at a meeting of "THE EGYPTIANs/' May 17, 1956) 

Research according to Webster is-"Careful search, a 
close searching, studious inquiry, usually critical and ex
hausting investigation or experimentations having for its aim 
the revision of accepted conclusions in the light of newly 
accepted facts." This definition fits both classifications of 
research, pure and applied. 

Pure research is done for the sake of finding new in
formation, it adds new facts to those we already have, or 
dispels old beliefs. It may have no important value at the 
time and indeed may never have any. It may start in one 
direction but then branch out in any. 

Applied research has a definite goal in mind; the de
velopment of a new product, the improvement in quality of 
the present one, or production at a lower cost. It is planned 
and kept going in one direction and always in that direction, 
regardless of how interesting sideroads may seem. Applied 
research has been called the insurance policy of industry. It 
outlines the route for industrial expansion or improvement. 

Today's competitive markets practically demand large scale 
laboratories of applied research. Industry must move forward 
to live. The idea in the laboratory today is the industrial 
plant of tomorrow. 

Now, what has research to do with society? Very much 
but not enough . It improves our food and even provides 
some; it supplies us with new and longer lasting clothes, helps 
keep us warm in winter and cool in summer, provides us 
with new and faster means of transportation, and permits 
communication via many media. In fact the list of things 
research has done to provide creature comforts would make 
a library in itself. These specific items that are the fruits of 
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. nder discussion in this paper. 
research are not the Items : the men and women of the 
The general effect of researc on t receive our attention. 

d the future are o I 
past, the present an. h A recent paper on the ear y 

Earliest man did researc . h ople proo-ressed from 
. . hows how t ese pe ::. A 

forms of pamtmg s d d ings on cave walls. t . th sand to colore raw 
sketches m e "d t I discoveries in many cases, · esearch acCl en a · 
the same tlme r ' ent and preparatiOn . t shelter procurem 
improved his garmen s, f ' d offense. The old story 

. f d d means of de ense an . 
of his oo ' an . . ne of the first research stones. 
of the first roast pig IS o organized effort 

I b ause there was no 
Progress was s ow ec . B e how the knife, the 

f. . d m view ut som 
with a de mite en . . d" ered Perhaps these 

h f fire were Iscov . 
wheel, and t e use o h h they were all accidents, 
aren't the fruits of researc ' per aps 
but even so, progress was made. . 

. I the thmgs that were d d history g1ves us on Y 
Unrecor e . h these discoveries were d W can only surmise ow r· 

discovere · e . ielded What about the ear 1est 
made and the benefits they y . . T ations of Greece 

d h . ? Did the great c1v1 1z 
eras of recorde !Story· . h? They did their 

ch time to researc · ' 
and Rome devot~ mu hose of today. They were the efforts however differed from t 

. d" . d al thinkers. they were not the doers. great m lVl u ' . 

. the reat strides that were made m 
This is evidenced by g l"t ture and re-

government 1 era ' 
mathematics, astron~my, b bl neve; see a similar period 
ligion. The world will ~ro a y eakness in itself in that 
of greater thinkers. This was ~hw nor anyone else spent 
what they said was accepted. ey dl"sprove their ideas. 

. h 1 b tory to prove or 
much time m t e a ora d of four substances, . th . se was compose 
They said e umver d there it remained for a long, · f" and water an h 
earth, air, Ire, b "t ould have been muc . p was made utI w 
long time. rogress 'h . "d s They didn't have 

d h ked on t e1r 1 ea · 
faster ha t ey wor k" d benefitted tremen-

. d h Even so, man m ld orgamze researc . I "d out ships cou 
h r . s precepts were ai ' I 

dously. T e re IglOu I d d the mathematica 
. t better government resu te ' an naVIga e, . d 

tools for future work were fashione . 
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The "doing" part in research started in the days of the 
alchemists. These were the people that were trying to make 
gold from base metals. Their mysterious experiments recorded 
with intentionally obscure terminology gradually revealed 
metallic arsenic, antimony and bismuth. Even elemental 
phosphorus was isolated and its story illustrates well the re
search of that day. It is the first element that had one known 
discoverer. Hennig Brand was a soldier in his youth and it 
is said that he later became "an uncouth physician that 
knew not a word of Latin." He had a wealthy wife and she 
supported his researches. In an effort to improve his own 
financial standing, he endeavored to find the "King of 
Metals." No one knows why this alchemist hoped to find in 
human urine a liquid capable of converting silver into gold 
but it is well known that his experiments made in 1669 
produced a substance that was both startling and beautiful. 
It would catch on fire in the open air and glow in the dark. 
He had isolated phosphorus. He sold his secret for two 
hundred thaler. Others with better equipment and training 

then went on to perfect simpler methods and discover better 
means of preparation. 

The European civilization was very fortunate in that 

they had the alchemists who were interested in finding a 

"Philosophers Stone" that would turn base metals to gold. 

These were the men that gave birth to the great scientific 
advances that followed from their crude work. No other 

civilization had a similar group and likewise, no other civil

ization has made the technical progress we today enjoy. The 

alchemists slowly and crudely discovered some of the ele

ments. The reactions of these elements one with another and 

with new substances stirred the interest of other research 

minded men. We owe much to this group. It is one of the 

chief reasons why the white race is so far ahead of the other 
races in science and technology. 
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These alchemist laboratories and their discoveries evolved 
slowly into the first crude laboratories as we know them 
today. The results slowly found their way into benefits for 
society but again there were no large organized research 
groups. Scientific progress was still in the hands of the in
dependent researcher who was fortunate enough to receive 
financial support from his wife, his friends or the rulers of 
the kingdom. 

These scientists of the eighteenth century, because we 
can now begin to call them as such, devoted a great deal of 
their time to the solids. Zinc, cobalt and manganese were 
discovered . And then their attentions were turned to the 
gases. One of them said, "the generality of men are so ac
customed to judge of things by their senses, that because the 
air is invisible, they ascribe but little do it, and think it but 
one remove from nothing." Interesting experiments isolated 
hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen. Interest and excitement of 
discovery bestirred interest in others and the number of 
trained workers in the chemical field steadily increased. 

The collection of information and technical discoveries 
continued at an accelerated pace. The processes of reasoning 
were improved and we now truly became "scientific." This 
approach brought about the industrial revolution in the 18th 
century. Men like Whitney, Fulton, Morse, Bell, Goodyear, 
Edison, and Hall brought out discoveries that gave birth to 
whole new industries. The blessings these men have poured 
out on mankind are untold. We can hardly imagine what 
life would be like without the telephone, rubber tires or 
electric lights. 

In Germany toward the end of the nineteenth century 
another phase began. German science with a push from the 
Kaiser, formed institutes to improve and enrich industrial 
processes. This was the beginning of organized research. 
Many of us know the results. That country prior to World 
War I published one third of the worlds technical articles. 
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Their industries b f . 
' ecause o advances m technolooy grabbed 

more and more of the world's trade. We had bu~ one re
course and that was to engage them in war and take awa 
~y fo~ceWthe technical advantages they had gained. That wa~ 

one m orld War I Eve h d ' 
W d 'd ' d . n so, we a n t learned our lesson. 

e I n t o too much ab t · 
th t Ou ou orgamzed research even after 
th a . r reso.ur~es were so plentiful that we didn't have 

f
e. necessary strmi1us. Some research was going on but most 

o It was done in th u · · · ' 
f 

e mversitres. Industry had some but 
most o that was for the i 
W d'd ' . mprovement of known processes 

e I n t recogmze the importance or the value of research: 

th t Then World .War II broke out and we suddenly found 
W a we were lackmg some of the essentials necessary for war 
A e were _suddenly forc~d to intensify our research activities: 

p;perfr.ead before this group on synthetic rubber cited the 
resu ts o some of that work If an th' d 
war · Y mg goo comes out of 

' we ca~ say that we learned the value of research 
~dded to this are the spoils of war which are the results of 

e f rese~rch done by the enemy. This time the new things 
we oun were put to use and improved. 

This time we had learned our lesson We n k 
th 1 f · ow new 
H e va u: kol research and new products that it could unearth 

ow qurc . y we realized this is best shown b . . 
exp d · f Y our mcreased en Itures or research- the amou t f 

. 1941 n o money spent per 
year ~n was around five hundred million Th 
rate Is a tower· f b'Il ' · e present 
. . mg Ive I ron dollars per year and th d 
IS not m · 1 t Th' ' e en srg 1 · IS represents the b' d . 

f · d com me expenditures 
o m ustry and "'Overn t I · . 
• '=' men . t IS admitted that a great por-
ti;~ o: the governmental expenditures are directed to weapons 
o e. ense but even from them many beneficial thin s result 
Pr~ctic.ally all the rest of the effort is directed towar! length~ 
enmg lrfe and providing creature comforts. 

It is estimated th t h' ff 
a . t IS e ort will continue, and that by 

1960 we will be d 
spen mg around seven billion dollars er 

year on research. This will result in faster automobiles :ud 
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planes, more entertainment, fresher, and more abundant 
foods, easier ways to lower weight, cooler clothes, less. w?rk 
and disease with more years to live. We will also be fmdmg 
better and more efficient means of killing ourselves and our 
enemies. The overall effect, however, will be beneficial .to 
society just as it has been in the past. We sur.vived t~e .dis
covery of gunpowder even though there were dire predictiOns 
that we would gradually eliminate the human race. 

This interest in research is one of the most important 
things that could happen to the individual. citizen: and to 
his country. It insures him a steady and contmuous Improve

m ent of health and standards of living. It provides the con

tinuous renewal of manufacturing equipment and the build

ing of new plants and processes that eliminates the ser~ous 

dips in mans economic life. It should eliminate any senous 
depressions similar to those of the early thirties. 

R esearch will remove the fears of insufficiencies of the 

future because it can provide substitutes that are often better 

than the old. W e are no longer tied to the oil and gas stored 

underground by nature for our energy requirements. We can 

make oil and gas out of coal, and when the coal reserves are 

depleted we can turn to atomic energy and when that is gone 

there is the as yet untapped supply of solar energy. All 
material things are insured, food, clothing, shelter, commu

nication and transportation. All in all it seems to paint a 

rosy picture for the future. 

These things seem to make possible the long looked for 

Utopia until man's weaknesses start showing ~hrough. The~e 

deficiencies have caused the misuse of techmcal progress m 

the past and will probably continue to misuse them .in ~he 
future. World War I became possible because the fixation 

of nitrogen from the air was discovered and the complete 

dependence on natural deposits of nitrates was no lon~er 

necessary. World War II ended with an atomic explosion 
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that was the culmination of one of the greatest organized 
research efforts ever before made. It is to the discredit of all 
mankind that all this work was bent toward the destruction 
of our fellow man. 

All of the past, present and future efforts we have 
looked at are research on the things that man uses. We have 
described tremendous advances and predict an accelerated 
flow of new things, and improvements of the old. Has mans 
other activities, his social behavior, economic life, and mental 
improvement kept pace with his work in technical fields? 
They have not, and much to his shame, he has done very 
little work along those endeavors except to look backward 
and then he doesn't heed the lessons he sees. 

The human race has been having babies for a long time. 
We should by this time know how best to rear them. What 
has happened? In my own time I have seen the cycle swing 
from feeding every "four hours on the hour, and do not pick 
them up when they cry because you will spoil them" to "feed 
them when they cry and pick them up because they need 
love." Which is correct, which treatment does result in an 
improved man or woman? Why haven't we run the neces
sary tests on groups? Surely we are interested enough because 
we all say that people are the most important item in any 
endeavor, yet we spend all our research money on material 
things. 

Has anyone done any research to determine why teen 
ages act as they do, or have individuals given weighty 
opinions only on the subject? Will fathers and mothers con
tinue to suffer through those years as the fathers and mothers 

of the past have? Isn't it possible to establish a definite pat

tern? Can some one determine whether chores have a bene
ficial effect and if the amount of spending money has a 

definite range. The pattern of their behavior has been 
studied and detailed but must we stop there? Can it be 
changed? 
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Are we to continue the present method of selection of 
marriage partners in which physical attraction is in too many 
cases the governing factor? Industry usually selects its workers 
with much greater care than people in general select their 
wives or husbands . Most of us will agree that when a 
M emphis truck driver can abandon his job and become a 
national attraction with a guitar and so called vocal abilities, 

that some improvement in the race is necessary. 

How about the man at his job? Industry spends large 

amounts on equipment, and processes but how much on 
finding a job a man can do best ? How many men seek the 
job they like and enjoy, seek the type of work they can do 
better than any other? We take men because they profess 
to certain crafts, or we try to train them for certain jobs. 
The man that can't do the job is eliminated but we are too 

often satisfied with mediocrity. 

It has been stated that air with negative ions produces 
a feeling of satisfaction, confidence, and well being in workers 
but I haven't seen any work in that direction in our country. 
(This article appeared shortly after the end of the war and 
may have been in error). Further work is warranted but 

to date results haven't been published. 

The opportunities for research in government are tre
mendous . Which type is the best? If it is agreed that a 
benevolent dictatorship may be the most efficient type of 
government, why not modify it with controls and make it 
work instead of being afraid of what could happen? If we 
call history the results of governmental research then we 
should pay more attention to the results. If we knowingly 
disregard the results then further experimentation should be 
avoided. Intelligent men surely could find the best type of 
government and then live under it. What a fertile field we 
have here in our country to solve this problem. There are 

forty-eight states and if we are unwilling to try one or two 
of those, then consider the counties of these states. But we 
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say t~ere are laws that prohibit any such action. There were 
laws m . science that stated that atoms were indivisible and 
matter mdestructible. Man has divided the atom any way 
and converted matter into energy. 

We smile at the work of Dr. Joseph Rhine head of the 
Parapsychology laboratory at Duke University because the 
research work he · d · h " • • IS omg on t e extra senses" have no 
logical e_xplanatwn. H e should be h elped, not hindered. We 
are placmg Dr. Rhine in the same position that the men of 
yester.year placed the chemist who synthesized the first organic 
chemical, urea, in the laboratory ; they said he was invading 
God's territory. We need to know more about the mind and 

th~ things it can do. If some of us have an extra sense of 
clairvoyance then we should improve it or at least find out 
if it can be improved and what it can do. ' 

Our behavior, one toward another, hasn' t changed for 
ove: two thousand years. Nation becomes aligned against 
nation and war results. Surely these things aren't inevitable. 

There must be s~me w~y in which man can live in peace. 
Are we really trymg to fmd it or will we continue to pile up 
ways and means of destroying one another? 

It is admitted that probably we can't do much about 
man and his behavoir toward man. The greatest Teacher 

that ~ver lived hasn't changed our society too much. If His 
teachmg~ of love have been pushed aside time after time then 
all that IS left to Western civilization is to remain so strong 

that. no ~ne can challenge us. The only hope we have for 
s~rvJVal IS to stay ahead in the research race. We must con
~mue to utilize the technical skills and engineering know how 
1f. we are to survive. It is sad that so much effort must be 
d1r~cted toward the destruction of our parts of the worlds 
society .. The materials we have to sustain life are carefully 
placed mto government surpluses and withheld from those 
that need them most. 
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It is heartening to note that people are thinking about 
improvements in living other than research in technical fields. 
They are as yet far behind the doing stage of chemistry and 
m edicine and physics and biology. For our future society to 
enjoy the undiscovered benefits of science that a re on the 
way, we must get to work on all phases of human improve-

ment. It is later than we think. 
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CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS 

As Amended to May 31 , 19S6 

ARTICLE I.-Qbjects. 
Section 1. The subscribers hereto associate themselves for the 

purpose of discussing, at stated times and in a soci~l way, such 
topics as pertain to the welfare, culture and hap~mess of the 
people, particularly of our own locality, state or natlon. No reso
lution shall ever be passed committing the club as a body to any 

proposition. 
ARTICLE H.-Name and Membership. 

Section 1. This organization shall be known as THE EGYPTIANS, 

and shall consist of not more than thirty-three regular contributing 
members, who shall be citizens or residents of Shelby C_ounty, 
Tennessee of recognized standing, ability and influence m the 
communit~, with other associates as provided in Section 2. 

Section 2. Honorary membership may be tendered only to 
non-resident persons distinguished in the walks of education, litera
ture, science or art; and such associates having no votes, shall be 
exempt from payment of all dues and assessments. 

Section 3. Any member may nominate an indi:idu~l for ~~m
bership, submitting a brief statement of the candidates qual~flca
tions to the officers of the club. If by majority vote of the officers, 
the candidate js acceptable, the officers shall circularize these 
qualifications to the members of the club at least one wee~ p~or 
to the following meeting. A secret ballot shall be ca_st by mail~ w1th 
the minimum number of affirmative votes for electwn equalhng at 
least two-thirds of the total membership, and if not more than two 
adverse votes be cast by the members, it shall be the duty of the 
secretary to invite such person to become a member. 

ARTICLE ill-Qfficers. 
Section 1. The Officers of the club shall be a President, Vice

President and Secretary-Treasurer, each to be chosen by ballot at 
the last meeting in May, to serve one year, or until a successor shall 

be elected. 
Section 2. As a compensation for his services, the Secretary-

Treasurer shall be exempt from the payment of all dues, charges 

and assessments. 

ARTICLE IV.-Meetings. 
Section 1. Regular meetings of the club shall be held at 6: 30 

p.m., the third Thursday in each month, between October 1st, and 
June 1st, beginning the third Thursday in October, except as pro
vided in Section 2. 

Section 2. The club may, at any session, change the date of a 
succeeding meeting, or the President, with reason therefor, may 
change the date of the next meeting or call a special meeting as 
may be required. 

Section 3. In the event of change or call for special meeting, as 
provided in Section 2, the President shall direct the Secretary to 
notify members thereof. 

Section 4. Any member who shall fail to attend at least three 
meetings during a season without excuse shall be conclusively 
presumed to have resigned and such implied resignation shall 
become effective without action of the club. He shall, however, 
be sent the publications of the club for the full period for which he 
has paid dues. 

Section 5. The time consumed by any paper shall not exceed 
thirty minutes and in the discussion which follows, no member 
shall speak more than once and not exceeding ten minutes, until all 
other members present shall have had the opportunity of speaking. 

ARTICLE V.-Dues and Assessments. 
Section 1. The annual dues shall be nine dollars and ninety 

cents, payable in advance, provided that a member admitted after 
February 1st shall be required to pay only one half the annual dues 
for the balance of the year. 

Section 2. A special assessment, if necessity arises, may be levied 
at any regular meeting by an affirmative vote of a majority of all 
the members of the club. 

Section 3. Failure to pay dues or assessments within sixty days of 
notice shall be considered as forfeit of membership. 

ARTICLE VI.-Quorum. 
Section 1. Eight members shall constitute a quorum for the 

transaction of business. 

ARTICLE VII.-Amendments. 
Section 1. This Constitution and By-Laws may be amended at 

any regular meeting, provided the proposed change has been an
nounced at the previous meeting and is adopted by an affirmative 
vote of a majority of those present; and provided, that not less than 
eight affirmative votes shall be necessary. 

Section 2. Article II may be altered or amended only at the 
annual meeting (last meeting in May), previous notice of proposed 
change having been given. 



ARTICLE VDI.-Papers. 

Section 1. Any member of the club who shall fail to present a 
paper or deliver an address on the date assigned him, without an 
excuse that shall be satisfactory to the Officers, shall thereupon 
forfeit his membership. The Secretary shall give each member, to 
whom a paper or address is assigned, at least three months notice 
of the date assigned to such member. The subject of any paper or 
address shall be selected by the writer with the advice of the Of
ficers and the Secretary shall announce topics for discussion not 
less than two months in advance. 

Addendum. 

On January 10, 1922, the following rule was, on motion, unani
mously adopted and recorded : That out of town guests brought by 
members of the club be welcome ; That members introducing guests 
who are residents of Memphis, be charged $2.00 (or such an 
amount as shall be determined from year to year) per meeting 
for each guest. 
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